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A FRAMEWORK FOR DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN
REGIONS IN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES·

PETEB D. MOGaYEBI
Institute of Planning

University of the Plllllppines

Introduction

This paper makes some suggestions for
regional differentials in tax incentives to
encourage the development of industry in the
principal growth centers outside the Manila
Bay Region. It has been written after a quick
review of previous related work in the Philip
pines and prel iminary discussions with some
of the persons most closely concerned with
this aspect of national planning. If I have
misinterpreted any of the information which
I have obtained from these sources or failed
to consult other persons with some responsi
bilities in this field, I apologize.

Some of the matters I have discussed
need further consideration, particularly as
regards the detailed application of the
methods and concepts to Philippine circums
tances. In this connection, I have suggested
a number of "follow-up studies" but it will
be up to other interested persons to pursue
these as and when time permits. I would
hope, however, that further lengthy study
wiJI not be necessary, as it seems clear
enough that decentralization from Manila is
urgently needed.

This paper is a special contribution by
a geographer-planner to a highly complex
problem which many other specialists are
also concerned with. A great amount has been
written on the subject of decentralization in
recent years, and in several countries much
experience has been gained in implementing
pol ieles to this effect. I have not felt it
appropriate, however, to give detailed refer
ences in this general and introductory paper,
nor have I made much use of the more tech
nical terms which have beencoined for some
of the concepts which I have used.

Ba.....uld to the Beport

. The assumptions to be made about the
likely future distribution of population and
activities between the various regions of the
country is one of the key questions in any
national planning study. Without some fairly
clear guidelines in this respect, there is no
rational basis for laying down priorities in
infrastructure investment and for assessing
the scope andmerit of government economic,
social and environmental policies. But this
is an easier question to ask than to answer,

·Paperpreparedaspart of the Assignment Report of the author as United Nations Consultant on Urban
and Industrial Geography at the Institute of Planninq. University of the Philippines at Quezon City from
September to December 1971. The Views and opinions in this Paper are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect those of the United Nations.
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because the pattern of development at the
national scale is the result of many forces
arising from geographical conditions, histor
ical events and political pressures.

A further basic point which needs to be
clearly understood is that the present distri
bution in most countries is as much due to
socio-political influences as to phvsio
economic conditions. Government actions in
the past have invariably modified the "natu
ral" tendenciesto avery considerable extent,
and this needs to be borne in mind in any
discussions about controls and inducements
at the national level. In short, the assump
tions we make as a basis for the national
planning strategy need not, and should not,
be derived merely from past trends or current
economic forces; a wider and longer-term
view of national and regional objectives,
needs and constraints is equally necessary.

In this connection, it is important to note
that the major physical planning problems of
thePhillppines are basically similar to those
of many other countries, developed and
developing. The evident differences between
nations in geography, resources and social
mores are always interesting, but rarely
significant when it comes to explaining
locational tendencies and deciding what we
might do about them. In countries in all parts
of the world, there is the same phenomenon
evident now in the Philippines, namely, the
excessive concentration of population and
industry in one dominating metropolitan area.
Equally notable, however, is the fact that in
most of these countries, urgent and powerful
actions are being taken in an attempt to
reduce the degree of central concentration.

Within the PhiIippines, there are signs of
some first movements in this direction in the
increasing acceptanceby the national govern
ment agencies of the need for inducements
and preferences in support of certain kinds
of development and in particular lagging
areas. For example, the Boardof Investments
(BOI) has been differentiating for four years
now between types of industry, and between
firms within these industries, in awarding
tax reductions under the terms of the Invest
ment Incentives Act and the Export Incentives
Act. The legislation also empowers the BOI
to promote the decentralization of industries
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by taking into accountthe needsand resources
of the various regions, and in the Board's
Annual Report for 1969-1970, the forthright
statement is made that:

"The Board is also firm in its desire
to promote the dispersal of industries
away from the greater Manila area in
order to create employment and techno
logical impact centers in other regions
of the country."

Currently also, there are moves within
the National Economic Council (NEC), Presi
dential Economic Staff (PES) and Department
of Public Works and Communications (DPWC}l
towards more effective regional development
policies, including the redefining of regional
boundaries to provide for more meaningful
analyses and projections. New arrangements
are in the offing for the coordination of
national andlocal programmes at the regional
level, and the relation between shipping
rates and development incentives is being
investigated.

Thefoundation for th is increas109concern
at the executive level with questions of
regional development incentives is found in
the following quotation fromPresident Marcos'
statement concerning the Four-Year Develop
ment Plan 1971-1974:

"As part of an integrated and compre
hensive development program for the
Philippines - regional development
will be undertaken to reduce the income
gaps in the different regions of the
country."

And also in this extract from the "Joint
Resolution by the Sixth Congress in regard to
Establishing BasicPolicies to Achieve Econo
mic Development and Attain Social Justice".

1
This Paper was completed in November

1971 prior to the adoption of the Integrated
Reorganization Plan of 1972. Under the Reorgan
ization Plan, the NEC and the PES have been
merged to form the present National Economic
and Development Authority (NEDA). The DPWC
has been renamed the Department of Public Works,
Transportation and Communications (DPWTC).



"The Government shall vigorously push
through a program of industrial and
agricultural pioneering and develop
ment, dispersed through the different
regions of the country; and to this end
the State shall establish the required
infrastructure, including adequate
security, transportation, and communi
cation facilities, and a supply of
power at reasonable cost throughout
the country. "

Interpreting these recent pronouncements
andthe current incl inations on the part of the
national planning agencies as evidence of
steps towards more effective regional deve
lopment policies, this short report provides
an outl ine of the methods which might be
used in order to define the levels of incen
tives appropriate to different parts of the
country.

The General Proposal

This is not the place to argue the case
for the promotion of decentral ization through
regional developmentpol icies. Much has been
written about this in recent years in other
countries, especially in the United Kingdom,
and several reports by the United Nations
have stressed the particular need for the
immediate implementation of measures of
this kind in developing countries I ike the
PhiIippines. 2

Nor is it intended to prejudge the out
come of the methodical studies which are
underway in Manila (at the Institute of Plan
ning and the Department of Public Works and
Communications) in connection with the
National Physical Planning Strategy. However,
I am assuming, for purposes of this report,
that national planning policies must aim to
reduce the relative concentration of popu
lation, industrial employment and facilities
in the metropolitan area - on the ground that
measurestothis effect will be in the immedi
ate and the long-term interests of both the
Manila Area and the rest of the Philippines.

2
See in particular the International Social

Development Review No. I, Urbanization: Deve
JopmentPolicies and Planning, U.N., 1968.
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To plan for a reduction in the relative
concentration in the Manila Bay area may
seem to some people a far too limited aim.
What this means is that the percentages of
national population, etc. located in the Bay
Area would be reduced over the long-term.
With the national population growing at over
3% p.a. there would sti II be, despite such
relative reductions, a-net population growth
in the Bay Area. To call this "decentral
ization" may seem rather odd to those who
would like to see an absolute reduction in
the concentration in the Bay Area.

There is, nevertheless, a great deal to
be said for a relative decentralization along
the lines of the above example (apart from
the fact that anything more than this is
probably out of the question). Merely to
prevent such a rapid rise in the percentage
concentration in the Bay Area as occurred in
the 1960-70 period would be a considerable
achievement, and anything beyond this must
be seenas a notable gain in the face of such
strong centralization tendencies. Even if the
aim were merely to hold the Manila Bay Area
to its present relative level of 23% of the
total national population, this would mean,
over the next 10 years, substantially greater
growth in other parts of ·the country and an
equivalent easing of the problems of the Bay
Area.

When I talk about decentralization in this
report I am, therefore, using the term in this
limited way, l.e., a reduction in the degree
of concentration in the Manila Area. I am not
suggesting a decrease in the total numbers
of people or jobs in this area. Nor am I sug
gesting a widespread dispersal throughout
the country.

What I am assuming is that national
planning policies wi II aim at the development
of selected regional growth centers (RGCs)
to take some of the pressure off the Manila
Area. There is nosuggestion that there should
be, or could be, another major metropolis in
the Philippines, or that any RGC could have
a strong enough pull to reduce the magnetism
of Manila. Butevena small number of booming
growth centers in other parts of the country
should mean improved opportunities there and
a basis for further decentralization.



On the above assumptions about the
objectives of national physical planning, the
rest of this report· is concerned with three
basic questions related to implementation,
namely:

- What criteria should be used in
selecting regional growth centers?

- What kinds of development incentives
should be used in promoting develop
ment?

- What should be the differentials
between regions in the levels of
incentives?

These are big questions and they are
discussed only very briefly below. It has not
been possible for me to attempt anything
more thananinitial setting-out of some of the
considerations which are the particular
concernofageographer, and,therefore, I have
listed a number of further questions which
might perhaps be tackled by other interested
parties. However, I do not think that lengthy
studies are really necessary to show that a
measure of decentralization is desirable and
that the sooner action is taken to promote
this, the easier the task will be.

I would particularly warn against any
attempt to. set up a compl ieatad or rigid
system of criteria, incentives and differ
entials. The experience of other countries
showstheneeds for simplicity and flexibility,
as well as urgency.

Orlterla for Selectinl Relional
Grod Centers

There are several complex statistical
techniques for analyzing the development
Characteristics andgrowthpotential of towns,
and reports have been written, in the Philip
pines and elsewhere, which attempt to
classify places in terms of their existing
services, or recent changes, or future pros
Deets. In studies of that kind, arbitrary
decisions often have to be made about what
indicators are to be used, how to weigh the
various factors, and how to overcome the
general lack of comparable data. The results
are usually of professional interest rather
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than of practical value; there are usually in
fact some odd discrepancies between the
placings of towns in terms of the formula,
and their actual status or generally recog
nized potential. I would not favour, therefore,
any sophisticated calculations in order to
answer the question of which places to
designate as the primary regional growth
centers of the Philippines.

I am aware, however, of current studies
of the Characteristics and inter-relations of
settlements by the National Physical Planning
Strategy (NPPS) team and the Mindanao
Regional Development Study which are
attemptingto construct a settlement hierarchy
for the purpose of delineating regions and

administrative groupings. I have also been
interested to see the recent study done It
the Instituteof Planningby Mr. Jose Gutierrez
called "A Hierarchv of Towns and Cities 111
thiJ Philippines." In these surveV., a brave
attempt is made to apply to the Phitippina
situation quantitative methods and concepts
which have been formulated by geographers
and planners in other countries, and the data
and findings from this work may well make it
unnecessary to do any further surveys before
selecting the regional growth centers which
might be given particular assistance under a
system of development incentives.

Something much simpler than these
detai led studies would in fact suffice for
this particular purpose. There are perhaps
six (6) basic criteria which might be con
sidered relevant in a search for growth
centers, namely:

- present regional center status;
- existing population size;
- existing industrial structure;
- recent growthrecord;
- range of present services; and
- cost of expansion.

The pros and cons of each criterion are
summarized in the following sections in an
attempt to simplify them even further to one
or two key factors.



Present Status

The least controversial thing to do is to
designate as nGCs those places which are
at present generally recognized to be the
primary regional centers.3 This still leaves
the question of what we mean by a region in
the Philippine context; there being at present
a variety of areas considered as such. From
the various political viewpoints, it may be
argued that the "regions" of the country are
the 1400 municipalities, or the 127 electoral
districts, or the 67 provinces, or the 61
cities. But in relation to a national planning
strategy, probablynone of these subdivisions
would give us rational planning regions,
quite apart from there being too many units.

For the purpose of this paper I have
simply adopted the group of ten standard
regionswhich have been used in the national
census though I understand the number and
boundaries of these regions are being re
viewed.4 As they stand at present, each of
these regions contains a number of sub
regional centers, but whether anyone of
these would be generally recognized as the
primary regional center is a question which I
am unable to answer. In practice, it might
prove necessary to apply incentives to the
whole region rather than to selected growth
centers within it.

Population Size

There are obvious arguments for taking
population size into account when selecting
regional growth centers. In most cases, the
largest cities will probably be the present
regional centers, but not necessarily. They
mayalso have the best growth prospects, but
whether they are also the best places to
promote as planned growth centers, would
depend on further considerations, such as
present conditions, congestion level, and
environmental qualitles. In some other coun
tries, regional development policies are
trying to encourage decentralization from the
least attractive and most congested cities

3As this paper is about decentralization, I
om, of course, concerned only with growth centers
outside the Manila Bay Area.

"The Integrated Reorganization Plan of 1972
has delineated the country into eleven (ll)
administrative regions.
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within each region. However, in the Philip
pines, there would teem to be good reasons
for designating the largest cities (apart from
those in the MBA) as the regional growth
centers.

Howmany to select needs further thought,
however, Would it be better to consider only
the five (5) largest cities outside the MBA?
Or all cities with over 100,000 population?
Or the largest city in each of the ten (10)
regions, oron each island? The answer might
be found by applying the other basic criteria
discussed in this section, after a first stage
narrowing down to the largest city in each
region.

Existing Industry

An entirely different approach would be
to selectas the regional growth centers those
places with the largest concentrations of
industries at the present time. Here again
this would probably, though not necessarily,
be correlated with existing regional status
and population size. In .soms regions there
may be a small number of heavy industrial
plants sited either in the cities or in com
paratively isolated positions related to
special port facilities or natural resources.
In others, the industrial structure may be
largely composed of small factories and
workshops engaged in a wide range of pro
duction or within a common field. In these
circumstances the criterion might have to be
the growth potential of the employment
structure.

The standard techniques for analyzing
growth potential are time-consuming and
difficult, especially where national and
international influences on marketing and
management aresignificant and yet uncertain.
It is doubtful, therefore, whether elaborate
studies using the national input-output model
or industrial complex analysis would help
very much in estimating the growth potential
of particular regional centers. This is a field
for further investigation.

Growth Record

The simplest way of comparing cities
from the point of view of future growth pros
pects is through a projection of their recent
growth rates. This is, of course, a highly



questionable procedure and there are all
kinds of elaborate techniques for avoiding
the more obvious pitfalls. At its simplest,
however, this criterion adds a dynamic
element to the last two considered (size of
population and amount of existing industry).
To that extent it is probably a preferable
measure, though inasmuch as it needs data
for past dates as well as the present it is a
considerably more difficult criterion to apply.

The reasoning behind the assumption
that agood growth record makes a city a good
place for future planned growth is clear
enough -the general theory being that growth
attracts growth, or, in other words, that the
more industries a city has, the more it is
likely to get more industries. However, in
operating a decentralization policy we need
to guard against creating another unmanage
able urban area, so if a regional center is
already quite a large city and has shown
recently a very fast rate of growth, it might
not in fact be an appropriate place to desig
nate as a regional growth center - it might
not in fact need special incentives.

Range of Services

In classifying towns)a detailed survey is
usually made of the present functions, facili
ties and services that each town contains.
This seems an obvious consideration, out a
survey of this kind means a great deal of
rather tedious and time-consuming work, and
there are some difficulties in classifying
certain services andin allowing for variations
in the quality of performance. A question to
consider therefore, is what kinds of services
are we interested in if it is the future indus
trial potential of the city that we are assess
ing. Such detailed data as are usually
collected in surveys of this kind, e.g., the
numbers of foodstuffs shops, is clearly
irrelevant.

In fact, the range can probably be
narrowed to only four items: technical training
facilities, water supplies, power supplies,
and communications. It would presumably
be a fairly simple task to grade the largest
cities in each region in terms of these four
items; this may perhaps be possible on the
basis of the data collected under the recent

detailed hierarchy surveys by NPPS and
Dr. Gutierrez.

Costs of Expansion

In some of the developed countries it is
now common practice to take into account
expansion costs when selecting the towns in
which development is to be especially encour
aged. Detailed procedures are available for
assessing and comparing places in this
respect. But these involve a great amount of
work and elaborate calculations of the
capacities of roads and utilities, detailed
costing of physical constraints, and estab
Iishment of development standards. None of
these seems to be feasible in the Philippines
at the present time.

Some broad assessments of the physical
constraints on expansion are, however,
desirable; otherwise it may happen that under
national planning policies, industrialists are
being encouraged and even assisted to set
up factories in cities where the costs of
providing infrastructure services of particular
kindareunusuallyhigh. This could happen for
a number of reasons, including topography,
geology, climate, land use patterns and
ownerships. There is clearly some further
study required, therefore, under this heading,
eventhough t wouldnot feel any needfor very
detailed investigations.

TIle Ranp of Development Incentives

After theprimary regional growth centers
have been selected by applying soma simple
criteria along perhaps the lines discussed in
Section 3, the nextquestion is how to promote
or encourage the development of industry in
these places. The fundamental fact behind
the whole of the decentralization policy is,
of course, the very strong competitive power
of the Manila Area.Therefore, the promotional
maasures which are adopted to counteract
this will need to .embody several powerful
weapons which experience in other countries
has shown to be effective. Basically, there
are three groups of appropriate measures,
namely:

1. restrictions on development in the
metropolitan region;



2. infrastructure improvements in the
other regions; and

3. financial inducements to dacentral-
ize,

Number 1 above, Restrictions on Manila,
is inconceivable in the Philippines at the
present time. Control procedures as adopted
by several of the developed countries include
both direct and indirect restrictions on new
industrial development in the primary city.
Under the direct restriction, a firm proposing
to build a factory in the metropolitan area or
other over-developed city, has to apply for a
development certificate. Before this is granted
the firm is asked to consider alternative
locations in other parts of the country, and
it then has to demonstrate why a site in the
metropolitan areais preferred.This has proved
a powerful method of stimulating interest in
the laggingregions, and although much dave
lopmentstill takes place in the primary urban
area, the effect of the controls has undoubt
edly been to reduce the volume of this
central ized growth below what it would
otherwise have been, with a corresponding
benefit to other regions.

The more indirect methods of controll ing
industrial development in the primary center
include restricted zoning, density controls,
higher standards for off-street parking, efflu
ent disposal or design of buildings, etc.
Measures of this kind are based on the idea
of planned differentials in favor of the under
developed regions. For example, a firm might
well be attracted to the latter if the buiIding
regulations or operating standards are easier
than in the metropolitan area.

Direct and indirect controls of the above
kinds are probably essential for effective
national and regional planning. However,
although they are clearly out of the question
in the Philippines in the near future, this
does not mean that the other two groups of
measures cannot be used effectively to
encourage decentrallzatlon from Mani la to the
largest cities in other parts of the country.

Group 2, namely Infrastructure Improve
ments are probably the most practical tools
in the short-term for encouraging regional
development. Indeed, the government state
ments quoted in this paper are declarations
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of intent in this respect, and the current
programmes of the Infrastructure Operations
Center and other specialized agencies show
that a considerable amount of investment in
infrastructure is underway in several parts
of the Philippines. A large part of this is, of
course, investment in the Manila Area where
massive needs are most highly concentrated,
and as long as there are such serious defi
ciencies in this primary city area, there are
unavoidable restraints on the proportions of
infrastructure investment available for other
regions. It would not be easy, therefore, to
make a case for giving preferential treatment
to these other regions in the form of a more
than proportional share of infrastructure
expenditures.

From this point of view, a decentral
ization policy in the Philippines (or in other
countries with similar conditions) cannot rely
entirely on infrastructure programs to offset
the competitive power of the metropolitan
area. Nevertheless, infrastructure improve
ments can undoubtedly help to reduce the
disadvantages of a region as a location for
industrial production. What types of invest
ment are likely to be most fruitful in this
respect is a difficult question which may be
answered by the National Physical Planning
Strategy studies.

Group 3, namely Financial Incentives are
the most direct and positive tools to use in
implementing a decentralization policy. A
great deal of experience in applying these
methods to situations not unlike the Philip
pines is now available in other countries,
and some of these have been made available
in recentyears in the case studies, seminars
and advisory reports which the UN/DO has
published. 5 We have,of course, to distinguish
those incentives which are aimed at national
industrialization in general, from those which
are, more specifically, inducements to develop
in onepart of the country rather than another.

This latter group which are the incen
tives used in decentralization policies. may

SPor a recent general summary of this
material see UNIDO, Illcent;ve Policies for
Industrlol Development, (N.Y. 1970).



include any or all of the following:

- the provisions of low-rent sites or
factories;

- grants or loans to reduce buiIding
costs;

- grants towards the costs of installing
machinery;

- labour-training grants or sponsored
courses; and

- tax reductions.

It is posaible in this paper to discuss
the pros .d cons of each of these different
kinds ( .icentlves: these have been well
summarized in the UNIDO reports and else
where. General experience has shown,
however, that a package of incentives
comprising all or most of the above list will
be necessary if a high degree of decentral
ization is the objective. Particular interest
attaches, however, to the last item in the
list (tax reductions). This is the type of

incentive most widely used in the developing
countries in promoting industrial development;
it is already being used in the Philippines
under the national industrialization policies;
and it is probably the only kind of direct
incentive which is likely to be feasible in
this country in the foreseeable future.

Tax Reductions

Variations in the rates of corporation
tax (or, less commonly, personal income tax
and inheritance tax) have been introduced in
some countries in order to stimulate the
development of particular types of industry
in accordance with national objectives. To
encourage investment in new projects, "tax
holidays" arethe most common device within
this sector, with the duration of the free
period rangingupto 5 years in some countries.
Alternatively, various kinds of investment
allowances or depreciation allowances may
be offered. Each of these arrangements has
its supporters (and critics), but there is also
a point of view which holds that the efficacy
of measures of this kind is doubtful when so
many nations are using them. On the other
hand, if most nations are competing in this
way, the Philippines may be well-advised to
do likewise.

Thereseems to be general support in the
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Philippines for the discriminatory system of
tax incentives which the Government, through
the Board of Investments, is offering to a
selected list of industries which are making
products for export or in substitution for
imports. It is my understanding (based on the
paper of April, 1971 by UN consultant James
L. Magavern)6 that the package of tax allow
ances, etc. which are available to the
selected industries is a powerful incentive
to industrial development. It may well be hard
to prove that those incentives have in fact

generated developments which would have
happened in any case, but to my mind the
actual impact of these measures is less
important than the precedent which they set.
It is clearly now acceptable for the Govern
ment to incorporate differentials of various
kinds into its national planning policies, and
also to select particular sectors and areas
for special assistance.

It is the argument of this paper that a
system of regional differentials allied to the
selection of preferred areas is only a small
step beyondthose recently taken. It would be
an important step, however, in relation to
national physical planning, asthe Government
and its development agencies would then be
in a position to influence, through one com
paratively simple system of incentives, both
the structure and the distribution of industry.

My conclusion from this section is that
regional differentials in the present system
of tax incentives are probably the best kind
of development inducements for the Philip
pines at the present time; however, this needs
some further consideration.

Methods for Defining Regional Differentials

In the time available, it has not been
possible to get full details of the differential
rates of tax and other incentives which the
801 is able to provide for its selected indus
tries. Nor have I fully understood precisely
how decentral ization pol icies are pursued at
the present time. One key question which

6T he Role of the Board of Investments in a
National Physical Framework Plan. Memorandum
toMr. W.G. Faithfull, Institute of Planning. U.P.,
DiHman, Quezon City, April 29, 1971.



sitol!llid he comidered is which of the manu
faC'til!Lring imfusIDries in the Board's approved
fists mi§lht lhe expectted to develop in the
regioooD Wl'lliWnlhl celllllters outside the Manila
HayArea givellIl s«Ililite additional incentives of
the kind propOlSS(jj illll 1ili1is report.

Despite S«IIiIite Back of knnwledge in the
above respeen.Da.mm assuming. for the purpose
oHhispaper.1iharI!:tIh!eaimsof decentralization
policies intlh!ePfillilippilltescooldbeexpressed.
in sillilPRe tems. as:

11. to 91tC€lurnge decentral ization of the
industries included in the HOI registers; and

2. to promote tfillis by offering differ
entials in the standanll tax incentives related
to the disadvantages of ilie potential regional
growth centers in competition with the Manila
Bay Area.

In relation to this approach. I am setting
out very briefly in this section the alternative
methods which might be used in calculating
the extent of the differentials to be granted
to each region. There are five (5) principal
indicators which could be relevant consider
ations in this connection:

unemploymentand under-employment;
net emigration from the region;
size and rate of growth of regional
population;
amount and range of industrial
employment; and
distance from main national market.

The main argument against it is that
unemployment gives only a partial indication
of needs. ApanaltogettIer from the statistical
problems of recording and interpreting
unemployment fa particular difficulty in the
developing coumriesJ there may be in some
places a filligh degree of under-employment as
well as l\IItemploymemlt. In theory. at any rate,
this IOOl.lIldl be allowed for by deriving an
indieawrml1lll some combination of estimates
of tiJ:e rates m unemployment and under
employment. but tfillis could become too
complex a basis for a controversial political
decision. and adequate statistics are not
available iniitePhiBippines. nor in most other
countries.
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There is another, and logically more
serious drawback against using unemployment
as an indicator for decentralization policies.
It is quite often found that the booming metro
politan regions nave as high a level of
unemployment as the other regions of the
country, and they may sometimes be worse
off in this respect. This may be merely the
result of more efficient unemployment regis
trars or a higher proportion of persons with
experience of the subtleties of the social
welfare system, but in any case, circum
stances of this kind could mean that, strictly,
measures to offset unemployment might run
counter to those needed in support of decen
tral ization objectives.

In practice, the developed countries have
got round this difficulty where it has arisen,
by giving assistance to all areas with heavy
unemployment, but at higher rates to those
regions which are lagging behind in other
respects also. This simply means that
unemployment-underemployment is not the
ideal basis to use in deciding the level of
incentives to be made available to different
regions; even though it is, in fact. the most
widely used indicator.

Net Emigration

Some economists have argued that net
emigration from a region is an indication of
centralization tendencies, and that differ
entiats in levels of assistance should take
this into account. From some points of view,
the level of net emigration is better basis for
decentralization policies than the rate of
unemployment but the statistical problems in
measuring inter-regional emigration accu
rately and in comparative terms are often
even greater than those encountered in
measuring unemployment.

Indeed, the only really adequate indi
cator of this kind would be one which
recognized the relationships between
unemployment and emigration. This would
require an even more complicated formula
than in the case of the unemployment
underemploymentcomputations, and it is not.
therefore, an appropriate line to pursue if we
are seeking a practical basis for decentral
ization incentives in the Philippines.



Regional Population

The size of a region's pOpulation is
clearfyafactorofsome importance in relation
to both needs and potemlals, Expressed in
slightly different terms as the proportlon of
the national population, one might, at first
sight, consider the regional population level
to be a logical basis for differentials in
incentives. The simple conclusion in this
case could be that the lower the pOpulation
(or the proportion), the higher the level of
aid to be granted to that region. This has the
advantage of simplicity but the drawbacks of
being a rather static concept, when it is the
dynamics of regional development we are
really concerned with in advocating decentral
ization.

To some extent, this pelnt would be met
by taking into account the rates of growth of
the regional populations as well as their
total size. There are statistical difficulties,
however, in comparing growth rates when the
basepOpulations differ in size. More seriou&ly,
the conclusion might well be that, logically.
we should give more aid to the slow-growing
regions than the fast growing, but this is not
an attractive approach if we are seeking to
encourage development in decentralized
growth centers and not in every backward
comer of the country.

Something more sensitive than size of
growthof regional population is required. and
for this. we need to turn to indicators related
to industrial pOtential and problems.

Industrial Structure

In discussing the criteria which seem to
be most relevant when selecting regional
growth centers, the amount and types of
existing industrial development were racog
nized to be a primary consideration. This is
also clearly a relevant factor when deciding
the amount of assistance to be awarded to
each region in the form of differentials in
incentives. However, the same diffiCUlties
arise as in the case ofesch of the alternative
indicators already discussed in the above
paragraphs, l.e, is it sufficient for decentral
ization pOl ieiea to encourage the further
development of the mostbouyant regions
beyond the MBA, or should they also seek to
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give particular encouragement to the most
lagging regions?

My own feeling in this connection is
that decentralization pOlicies will be most
effective where they build on the foundation
of some existing industrial potential. But the
aim should be to strengthen and widen the
local industrial structure by encouraging
diversification to the fullest practical extent.
Therefore, from this pOint of view, while
development incentives might apply to all
the outlying regions, the levels of assistance
would be higher if the existing industrial
structure is over-specialized. In some other
countries, differentialsoftnis kind have been
usedtoencourage decentralization and diver
sification through one system of incentives.

Market Distance

From many pOints of view, there is much
to be said for relating incentives to nothing
more complexthan the ground level of travel
ling distance between a regional growth
center and the major national market center.
In mostcountries this will be the metropolitan
area from which decentralization is being
promoted. The reasoning behind this approach
would be that, whatevar the compensating
advantages to particular developers and
communities, industry in general will incur
highertransportcosts thegreater the distance
from the metrOpOlis. Therefore to encourage
firms to locate outside the metrOpOlitan
region, some financial assistance directly
related to the differentials in transport costs
would ~ espacially appropriate. In terms of
the Philippine conditions, this approach
would mean that the levels of incentivas
would vary according to the distance from
Manila.

A more sophisticated treatment of this
basic idea is, of course. possible, and there
are (as with any of the methods considered)
several points of pOtential controversy. The
impOrtance of tranSpOrt costs varies greatly
between different types of industry, and
between ooe period and another, and may be
affected by the form of transpOrt available,
the method of charging fares and the effi
ciency of the services. For some industries,
time andsecurity may bemore relevant factors
than distance, whiIe for others the movement



of personnel may be more important than
freight transport. Some industries in the out
lying regions may have no significant links
with the metropolis. or these may be in
relation to input rather than output. Further-'
more. the strength of these links maydepend
more on the range of infrastructure and level
of developmant in a region than on its ge0

graphical position.

There hasbeen much discuss ion of these
points and other aspects of transport costs
by geographers and economists in particular.
But this is. mainly of professional interest
and it is doubtful whether very much refine
ment of the basic idea is really worthwhile
whenall we are seeking is a broadly rational
basis for devalopment incentives. In this
connection. the psychological impact of an
apparentreductionof the distance barrier may
be significant. although the actual benefit to
a firm maybe rather small.

The impact and simplicity of using
distance from Manila as the basis for the
incentives system would seem to make this
the most suitable indicator to use in the
Philippines at the present time. However.
more detailed studies ere needed. taking into
account the actual patterns of transportation

services. tradingrelationships andproduction
methods which lie bahind' the Philippine
industrial structure and location pattern.

Ren__datIIBI

It will perhaps help to provide a focus
forfurtberdiscussion if I end up with a fairly
specific proposal. This is based on the key
points in this report but is subject to the
findings of the more detailed studies which I
have listed. Assuming that these confirm:

8. the need for decentralization incan
tives;

b. the growth potential of the largest
cities in each region;

c. the power to offer differant tax
incentives to firms in differant ragions; and

d. the disincentiveeffect of thedistence
from Manila.

then I wouldpropose a systemof differantlals
as shown broadly in the following schedule:

Regio. Lorge.'GJOri Ii_eten lox R.ductlon for 'h_
eeater 'fOlD Ma.llo A"r...," by 801

1 Manila 0 Bosh: Rote·

5 Botangos 110 u .. S

.. Dagupan 210 .. lOS

2 Boguia 250 .. 15"

3 Tuguegaroo 480 .. 25", Legaspi 540 u .. 30"

7 naila 100 .. 35"
8 Celtu 800 .. .. 4R

10 Butuan 1,100 .. II 55"
9 Dave 2,000 .. .. 100"
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FOLLOW-UP STUDIES

In relation to existing status or political
pressures, which cities in each of the
planning regions would have to be desig
nated as regional growth centers? Would
it be practical to select only one place
in each region?

l. Are there any prospects of developing an
industrial complex from the existing
industrial structure in particular outside
the Manila Bay Area? Would this offer any
advantages overa policy of general diver
sification?

3. Which cities in each region are best
equipped forfuture industrial development
in terms of technical training facilities,
water and power supplies and communi
cations?

4. Are there Ukely to be any significant
differences in the costs of expanding the
potential growth centers in each region?

6. What are the appropriate priorities for
infrastructure investment in the regions
in relation to the decentralization of
industrial development?

6. Is it within the power of the BOI to apply
different levels of tax remission to
developers in different parts of the coun
try?

7. Given additional incentives, which of the
manufacturing industries in the BOI lists
could be expected to operate profitably in
the regional growth centers outside the
Manila Bay Area?

8. Are there significant disadvantages in
terms ofan industrialist's operating costs
In locating outsidethe Manila Bay Region?
How much tax remission would be needed
to offsat this disincentive to decentral
ization?
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WHAT DO WE REALLY MEAN BY
"THE SOCIAL ASPECTS" OF PLANNING?*

RAYMOND J. APTHORPE

Institute of Planning
University of the Philippines

More and more often. we tend to
affirm. or in some instances deny. the
importance of "the social aspects" of
development planning. But what do - and
should - we really mean by that expres
sion? So often. recently. I have been
invited to talk" in general" usually about
"the social aspect" that sometimes I find
myself responding by saying: I don't
believe there is such a thing so why
should we waste our time discussing it?
By this. I do not wish to do myself or my
disciplinary - and other - colleagues in
development soctoloav out of a job. Least
of all would I wish thil field to be yielded
to another single discipline. that devoted
to "the economic aspects."

If economics has been more fruitfuJl
of generalizations about behaviour that
can be put to practical use than. say. has
sociology or political science. this may
be. as it has been considered locally.
because the sectors in which economics
has made the greatest advance "i,«, are
precisely (those which are) the least
human. Economics stands at the point of
man's interaction with nature. not other
men. and it borrows its predictability from
the inanimate side of its subject matter.' ·1
However. postures of this kind. whatever
their truth. smack also of the kind of
disciplinary partisanship which they
decry. The other social sciences. as well

as economics. also study human relation
ships and their manipulations and exploi
tations of scarce. and not so scarce.
resources - such as physical space.
communal property. social prestige. and
not least. human organisms themselves
and their sensual and other attributes.

It is more for another reason that
"the social aspects:' especially when
equated with "the human aspects." can
amount to a rather fruitless field of dis
course as. in planning symposia. they
are commonly. construed. It is not only
in the Philippines that. when plans go
right. the credit for their success is taken
by the politician whose name is put up
on a board near the project concerned as
a visible manifestation of his advocacy
of it at one stage or another. Neither is
it only in this country that. when plans
go wrong. the "human aspect" is blamed
as a surrogate or scapegoat.

It is especially this latter entirely
negativist conception of the subject
alloted to me today that. on the basis of
Philippine and other rural and urban
studies alike. I reject. Butchers are in a
better position than development socio
logists to engage in the goat meat busi
ness - and indeed. if they could be
encouraged to diversify in that direction
we would all be able to benefit more from

*This paper is based on a lecture given to Pioneer Seminar I in Environmental Planning organized
by the Institute of Planning. University of the Philippines and the Department of Public Works. Transpor
tation and Communications in March. 1973. It also draws in part on a resource paper prepared for the
Cooperative Bicol Research Project underway under the auspices of the National Development Research
Centre, University of the Philippines, directed by Dr. Benjamin V. Carino.

lpeter Wi les, "The Necessity and Impossibil ity of Political Economy," Solidarity, Vol. VI, No. 72,
December, 1971.
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roast kid (which some say is superior in
every way to beef). But I must return, I
hope constructively, to my last. What
really do and should we mean by "social
aspects" and what could be done in
planning studies to take them better into
account?

Here I would I ike to discuss merely
four common conceptualizations, and
then, by way of conclusion, to begin to
introduce another kind of approach alto
gether. The first sense, social aspects as
human aspects that are always blamed
for weaknesses and failures, I have
already mentioned. The second is the
notion, not unconnected with the first,
that whatever precisely they may be,
social aspects are more important than
economic aspects. The third, which
follows on from the second, is social
planning is an alternative to economic
planning with the function of "correcting"
the errors of the latter. The fourth is more
a methodological than a substantive
point of view - and to that extent dif
ferent in nature from the others. It is, that
development sociology provides us with
data on unified planning or regional plan
ning in particular which are not, in
practice, readily available from other
sources.

Inasmuch as this fourth point of view
equates "social" with "sociological" or
"social sntnroootoqicet" aspects, it
demands to be discussed more fully than
the others, both positively and critically.

"Social aspects" equated with
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"human aspects", to begin now to discuss
our first conceptualization, tend also to
be equated with "social values." We find
here, in Asian studies, the social values
theory of development which is so promi
nent in African studies also. In its most
familiar form it holds that plans are apt
to succeed - or more usually to fail 
because of the value system character
istic of their target population. One of
the limitations of this general theory is
its selective and prejudiced use as a
stick with which to beat the social values
of only the intended or target beneficiaries
of a plan - never its authors or imple
mentors - for failures or shortcomings.
Along with this goes a penchant for
planners and administrators to believe in
sweeping stereotypes of "peasants" in
the communities into which their plan is
supposed to be introduced. Not surpris
ingly this kind of attitude is swiftly
mirrored back and it becomes the turn of
the "planners" and administrators to be
scorned and blamed. Less a communication
gap than a communication impasse is
created. Ideas and actions come to a
standstill. Where, if anywhere, truth lies,
as this and that wholesale and specious
generalization is bandied about, becomes
really beside the point in such situations
which really are more anti-social, or
asocial, than anything else.

It is here, commonly, that an external
observer would be most likely to conclude,
when asked politely to identify "the
social aspects" of planning, that really,
he or she would find it very difficult to
see any at all and to plead that all that
could reasonably be expected in the
circumstances by way of analysis would
be a description of the social contexts



in which the "human" or "social factor
or social values" theories are given more
explanatory power than other general
theories, and an account of why this
might be so. It is, after all, a key charac
teristic of the incidence of social values
theories that belief in them coincides
very often with a pattern of thinking in
which who says something is taken as
a better pointer to truth and praxis than
what is said. This, indeed, is one of the
main factors contributing to the self
perpetuation of soci al va lues theories
together with a tissue of social relation
ships in which, as loyalty is more rewarded
than integrity, technical or professional
merit is undervalued or thwarted by, or
restricted to nephews, cousin and god
daughter relationships and so on.

One has only to think hare of colonial
societies on the 01'1& hand, and chauvinist
societies on the other, and the extreme
sensitivity of each to, for example, any
foreigner criticising or even studying
what are affirmed by certain kinds of
pol itical and other leaders in those socie
ties to be autochtonous traits. Indeed,
the very assertion that there are, say,
uniquely African or uniquely Asian or
uniquely European social values, whether
this is made from within the region con
cerned (whose boundaries usually are
left conveniently undefined) or from with
out, is itself very commonly a defensive
or aggressive posture. That, probably, on
analysis this may be shown to relate more
to subjectively-objectively perceived
personalities and their conflicts than
objectively-subjectively defined social
structures, does not contradict the fact
that noticeably it is by certain partici
pants only in limited kinds of social
situations that social values theories,
more than others, are very commonly
affirmed.

Two features in particular stand out
here. The first relates to the cultivation
of personalism and interpersonalism in
social (human) relations in organizations.
The other relates to a high personnel
turnover rate.
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The political culture of the Philip
pines has been described by someone
who, after all, is in an excellent position
to know as "<.«. populist, personalist
and individualist (and less) nationalist,
institutional and socialist in the strict
meaning of being more conscious about
the means of society and the national
community."2 President Marcos went on
to add that that was one of the reasons
why in 1972, he "supported the call to a
constitutional convention to draft a new
fundamental law rather than allow the
members of Congress to do so. The dele
gates to the Constitutional Convention,
theoretically, would be free from the
demands of political survival." Where,
outside politics, patron-client relation
ships that bind are stronger than orienta
tions based on professional or merlto
cratic standards, both in the recruitment
to responsible positions and in the dis
charge of their functions by their incum
bents, one may also speak of personalism,
or interpersonal ism, as the norm. Typi
cally, this may be expressed in the giving
of presents or prestations in contexts of
social inequality, birthday parties for the
boss, and so on. Understandably, expres
s ions of strong bel iefs in the efficacy of
"good human relations" go along with
this emphasis on personalities. Institu
tionally, in some social organizations
there may be very little else that could
be expected to have much potency or
efficacy other than sheer chance, inertia,
or perhaps inheritance.

This complex of phenomena, to turn
to the second feature, is compounded in
personnel situations where there is a high
turnover of staff. When so much has turned
on this or that single person, in situations
where for instance, routine executive or
implementation power has been little
developed, and then that individual
changes or loses office, again, it is only
understandable that much that he or she
may have started wi II stop unti I or unless
the new incumbent succeeds in conquering

2Ferdinand E. Marcos, Toaoy' s Revolution:
Democrocy, Manila, 1971. Fifty years earlier
Manuel Que~on perhaps touched on a simi lor theme
"unipersonal ism."



nis or her received organizational king
dom for himself or herself.

In these circumstances, the external
or third-party observer must recognize
that there may be considerable validity
in explanations about planning and devel
opment couched in terms of social values
despite his or her own predi lections for
perhaps very different theories.

To some extent, Philippine social
anthropological studies a little more than
a decade ago, as was widely true of
social anthropology at that time in other
countries as well, were somewhat pre
occupied with social values studies. This
gave rise to a characterization termed
SIR, refering to smooth interpersonal
relations, it being averred that such was
"typical" or indigenous to Philippine
society. Regardless of whatever were the
precise and perhaps partly unstated inten
tions of the author3 of that phrase as to
the use to which it should be put, the use
to which it was put quickly got intellec
tually out of hand. A symposium was held
on the subject by the Philippine Sociolo
gical Society. The papers presented and
the discussion they triggered 4 provide all
students of social institutions everywhere
with an excellent critique of how, and
how not, to draw on social values' ap
proaches for certain descriptive and
analytical purposes in planning as well
as in other studies. What, above all, was
stressed in that symposium was just how
essential it was for social researchers
especially not to pretend to describe
entire cultures or societies on the basis
of evidence which, at best, is limited to
particular contexts or situations, at worse
is as personalist as - in this case - the
social interpersonalism described.

Probably our best general guide when
approaching the subject of human values

would be to assume that all known - and

3 Dr. F. Lynch, At en eo de Manila University.

4philippine Sociological Review, Vol. XIV,
No.4, October, 1966. See especially the contri
butions by Barnett, Ccsn 110, Hollnsteiner, Jocano.
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unknown - varieties occur somewhere or
somehow in all societies and cultures.
Probably it is beyond the scope of empi
rical research altogether to allow us even
to attempt, tor explanatory purposes, to
reduce, so to say, entire societies or cul
tures to what could at most be only sec
toral expressions of them. Today, in much
social science, reductionist modes of
thought and analysis about society and
culture are diminishing except where the
metaphors of society, current and acted
upon by either the observed or the ob
server, are predominantly, if not exclu
sively, organicist. Older social anthro
pological approaches which sought to
identify societal or cultural 'value pro
files, dominant or-and note here the
biological language subdominant,
depended very much on analogies drawn
between societies and organicisms.

To sum up, this first concept of
social aspects tends to equate them with
human aspects understood in personalist
terms. Personalist politics or anything
else take - or are given - the credit for
any successful development plan. Person
alist politics blame failure on to others.
Where personalism isthenorm in planning
and administration as well as within
pol itics, anyone brave enough to try to
battle against the social tide has the
additional difficulty that any potency and
judgment on his or her side would be only
co-incidental, co-lncldental with forces,
so to say, beyond his or her control. Dis
cretion, indeed, might here be the better
part of valour. Planners and administrators
having to operate under such conditions
might be best advised to make the most
progress by making the least unless a
coup d'etat, of one sort or another, should
intervene, somewhat to aIter the paradi gm.

I have learned from one most illumi
nating discussion in Luzon with practi
tioners of city planning that, in part at
any rate, one urban planning group there
believes it owes its survival principally
to a certain Vice Mayor who was not
opposed to its existence, and the limited
amount of planning it actually gets done.
But should that Vice Mayor go so far



actually as to commit himself, politically,
to any particular plan emanating from that
planning office, then his survival would
soon be brought into question, as well.
It was not surprising in the circumstance
to learn that that particular city planning
organization has no statutory existence
in the city it serves despite the long
period of time during which it has been
organized and reorganized and the large
missioned in addition to its operational
work.

With the other side of "social val
ues," their ethical importance in giving
meaning and love to life, we will be con
cerned in some concluding remarks later.

II

I now move to a second idea of "the
social aspects." This holds these to be
so important in planning that they must
outrank even strictly economic consider
ations. Commonly, this view turns on a
distinguishing of means from ends. For
instance, and to look for a moment at rural
development planning, it used often to be
asked whether farmers' output does or
does not respond to price incentives,
these cons idered as ends or, as here,
desired economic goals. Gradually in
recent years it has been recognized,
virtually in all regions of the world, that
in broad terms the answer to this question
is much more often than not, in the affirma
tive. So discussion has turned to how, by
which means, this response is obtained
and to what extent and among which socio
economic groups and categories in par
ticular. Here, by means, it is socio
cultural institutions and the like that are
meant primari ly. The argument goes that
as it is such and such a socio-cultural
intervening variable that determines, or
at any rate crucially influences, economic
response to price incentives, this rather
than the reverse now seen as a universa I,
the former are even more important to
study and to control than the latter
because of their unequal distribution in
the world and regions of it.

Both aspects of this subject have
found discussion in Philippine social
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science publications recently. As regards
ends, the Benthamite view of man, as a
maximiser of a simple and constant eco
nomic function, has been described as
"astounding(ly) (an) assumption that
(actually) works. Not perfectly, of course,
(because for example) it does not well
describe the behaviour of ... complicated
exchange organizations like trade unions
and large capital corporations and least
of all governments which are fundament
ally not in this kind of situation at all.
But for the rest, including individuals in
Communist society, Benthamism is an
evidently workable assumption about
economic behaviour, fruitful of correct
predictions. Men in other (non-economic)
facets of their lives are more complicated
to begin with, and their memories of how
they or their predecessors behaved con
tinually changes their own principles of
behaviour .,. ,,5 As regards means, there
is an interesting description of parallel
rice and corn studies about eight years
ago which pointed out that "while prices
of rice and corn in the Philippines have
apparently been efficient in their resource
allocation function, there is little evi
dence to indicate that price changes repre
sent an effective device for influencing
aggregate agricultural output. ,,6 It was
pointed out that, say, a ten percent rise
inprice, elicited, say, a five percent rise
in output either by shifting land use or
by bringing new land into cultivation. It
was implied that socio-cultural institu
tional and attitudinal factors were res
ponsible for relative lack of response in
yields.

The current Masagana 99 rice prog
rammes in the Phi I ippines apparently have
well and practically recognized the extent
to which credit institutions - factor
costs - are as crucial as new seeds and
potential price incentives. And while
preparing thi-s lecture for publication,
government laws banning foreign enter-

SWiles, OPt cit., 1971.

6A. E. Recto, "The response of Philippine
rice and corn formers to price," Phil. Sociological
Review, Vol. XIV, No.4, October 1966, pp. 231
241.



prise in certain agricultural ventures have
been repealed. Behind this is the intention
that Chinese - actually resident and in
many cases born in the Philippines and
culturally Fil ipino in many ways, though
they are the holders of Nationalist Chi
nese passports - should 00 longer be
forbidden to help finance certain aspects
of production (but not retail trade) in
these branches of agriculture.

As the social science disciplines
in planning studies enlarge and to some
extent, overlap and conflict, "social
aspects" of planning and development
may indeed, as here, be attributed a status
over and above all other considerations
taken as being less problematic. Where,
however, this dissociation has occured,
it is likely to be shortlived as it becomes
more plain that instrumentally, rarely, are
means acted upon apart from ends and
that evidence is lackinq that would sug
gest for instance, that all - or some - of
"soeiet" items change collectively at a
different rate from those under the "eco
nomic" label. For a fuller interpretation,
though, of factor costs versus product
prices as influences on production - both
being construed here as means - one
would have to revis it the studies of back
ward sloping labour supply curves in a
comparative framework that not only would
include rich as well as poor countries but
also would take situational considerations
such as moonlighting and perhaps part
time self-employment into account, as well
as sex and age groups, alid so on. The
matter of part-time self-employment may
prove to be particularly important, social
ly and economically, in Asian cities, for
instance, among various income and occu
pational groups drawing salaries from
employers?'

III

Following on from the second is a
third avenue of approach. This understands
social planning as a complement, or even
a better alternative, to economic planning.
A crisis in economic planning is seen as

1
I hove drown here from discussion with

Evan Smith, UNDP, Manila.
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an impasse out of which social planning
represents a possible escape route. This
is the approach which, considering eco
nomic planning, really as productivity
planning, is inclined to see health-edu
cation-welfare (HEW}planning essentially
as a kind of manipulation of social pre
requisites for production. This kind of
conceptualization has led to all manner
of intellectual contortions designed to
show, for instance, that really there is
no special (or general) conflict between
economic and social planning because,
for instance, a suitable approach to the
latter, far from representing a waste of
economic resources, actually would be a
form of economic investment without which
economic growth could occur only very
slowly and in so-called imbalance.

~n Philippine developmsnt atudles. an
argument which has thus far very persua
sively been advanced is a kind of inside
out version of this point of view. a It has
been contested that because too much
emphasis on social objectives, too soon
in terms of economic growth, has limited
employment and therefore development,
overall inequities in mcome distribution
have increased rather than the reverse.
One of the principal arguments advanced
is that premature capital intensive indus
trialization has inappropriately raised
the cost of hiring labour. What at best
was short-term palliative is along-term
woe. Another study 9, concerned specl
fically with agricultural employment, has
argued that while only a 2.6% average
increase of agricultural employment during
the first half of the 1970's could be ex
pected under the 1970 minimum wage,
without this minimum, an increase of the
order of 4.0% would be likely.

The extent to which the first men
tioned study above mayor may not be
multi-tactorial enough, and the second,

'Gerardo Steer, Economic Policy and Philip
2ine Development University of the Phi ltpplnes
Press, 1971.

9
M. Mangahas, W. H. Myers and R. Barker,

"The effect of the new seed fertilizer technology
on present and future trends in laborer use in
Philippine Agriculture," In Press, O.E.C.D.,
Paris.



realist or over legalist, wi II become some
what less controversial as follow-up work
now in progress in the country is com
pleted.

Where the HEW considerations have
been neglected rather than given possibly
over, or premature. prominence, it is only
to be expected that interest in "social
aspects" as in "social planning" is
likely to arise as the canvass of planning
and development concerns broadens. The
disadvantage of a social planning cui de
sac to unified planning. however, is likely
to be considerable in two regards. First,
the already instituted "economic" plan
ning is, despite the good intentions behind
the economic planning that backed the
new introduction, likely just to continue
to go on its own way among its own
friends and supporters and attributing
any crises not to its own making but to
the lack of a counterpart or corrective
outside economic planning. (Of course
where social planning is the established

variety, it would fa/l to economic planning
to be thus pilloried.)

Secondly, there will be new obstacles
introduced not so much to, as in, plan
ning, in the form of departmental institu
tionalization. Where such social (or
similar) obstacles to planned change, as
there maybe, reside in the planning pro-

cess itself, in the sense of endemic inter
departmental conflicts (between social
and economic planners in the example
under discussion here), these may be
infinitely more destructive than obstacles
in the path of implementation outside
even the conventionally technocratically
ataffed offices and even leaving aside
plans that are non-starters in any event
because of poor technical design.

IV
A fourth avenue of approach. some

aspects of which I wish to discuss more
fully, is more methodOlogical than subs
tantive in nature. It has merits over the
previously discussed points of view,
taken either singly or all together. Re
cently, within (and without) the fold of
interdisciplinary studies, "social as
pects" have been increasingly construed
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as being whatever the principles of devel
opment sociology and social and economic
anthropology or development sociology
based political science can elucidate.
This fourth point of view, so to say.
equates the social with the sociological.

Development sociology in the Philip
pines, as elsewhere, ideally has or should
have four main characteristics at the
present time. First, it looks above all to
case studies carried out by participant 
observation as their main source of data.
It aims. by this method of study, to come
as close to life as possible. It cannot or
should not, therefore, depend very much
on social survey methods except as but
a preliminary to the selection of cases
to be studied. or to provide a framework
within which instruments to be brought
into play after case studies have been
carried out would, so to put it. stretch
their findings to fit an area too big or too
disparate to be comprehended by case
studies alone. In any event, development
sociology holds or should hold that it
would be best for the final stage of any
social survey to consist of discussion
and analysis of its findings directly with
groups or their representatives drawn from
the population sampled. The purpose of
this final step is twofold. First. it helps
to establish the significance, as distinct
from the representativeness. of the results
derived by statistical manipulation and
of the comparabi Iity. of say, one house
hold studied with another. Second. it helps
to discover the causality a development
planner needs to know inasmuch as a
planning recommendation is seen as a
causal rather than a functional input.
Characteristically, statistical' surveys
establish correlations. not causalities.

Next, development sociology (and
social and economic anthropologyl0 and

10Setween sociology and social anthropology.
there may be a distinction inasmuch as porrl ct
pant-observation methods may not be used by both.
Development sociology ond sociology might
contrast in the same way. Social anthropological
case studies of rural development in the Philip
pines include. especially. F.L. Jocano, The
Troditionol World of Mo/itbo9. Community Devel
opment Research Council, Manila. 1969 and D.L.
Szonton, Estonc:ioin Traneition, Institute of
Philippine Culture, Paper No.9. Quezon City.
1971.



other social sciences with the character
i-stics under discussion such as, above
a/l in the Philippines, public adminis
tration) aims to find out the actual distri
bution amongsocial groups and categories
of effects or benefits of planning as well
as actual and potential planning power
and its use. It is, in this regard, specially
suited to appraise the extent to which
social justice objectives in any sector
have or have not been achieved and the
extent to which regional development,
"regional" here meaning simply a level
nestillg somewhere between national and
local extremes, has been attained.

On the concept of social justice and
its realization or otherwise, a vigorous
analysis has recently been published in
the Philippine Journal of Public Adminis
tration. ll Concerning regional develop
ment, Philippine national policy now
affirms the vital importance of this, and
both development regions and regional
capitals have been designated. At present,
analysis is underway, for instance, into
some of the various aspects of relocation
of government offices concerned. 12 At
the same time, the Board of Investments
is also taking new steps to recommend
regional locational strategies.

Development sociology can investi
gate the dimensions of likely structural
receptivity in this community, or that, to
particular development programmes intro
duced from above and the outside. This,
however, is a notoriously elusive and
eluding subject. The older social studies
in the Philip'pines as elsewhere. speciaily
of rural communities which they construed
as ifthey were geographically and social-

" R. Ocampo, "Social Justice: An Essay on
Phi lippine Social Ideology," Phil. Jour. of Public
Adm., Val. XV, Nos. 3-4, July-Oct. 1971, pp. 272
297. See also R. Ocampo, "Technacrats and
Planning: Sketch and ExpJoration," in the same
Journal, Vol. XV, No.1, Jon. 1971, pp. 31-64.

12Regional Capital Development Programme:
Interim ReportNo. 1, PPDO-DMS-NEDA-IP, et. 01,
Manila, 1973.

13Seefor instance G. Castillo, "A New Look
at Old Concepts in Development," Solidarity,
Vol. 3, No.5, May, 1968.
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Iy almost totally isolated and inactive,
limiting themselves, in consequence,
mainly to enumerating their compositional
traits such as this or that level of literacy
or this or that kind of kinship system,
etc., have proved to be grossly misleading
about even the viabi lity, the very sur
vival, of rural community life. The much
needed corrections 13to the older, heavi Iy
prejudiced views have come from a variety
of sources, not least by persons socially
and intellectually concerned, but not
necessari Iy professionally, sociologi
cally or anthropologically trained. 14

'Green revolution' social studies
in the Philippines are distinguished, for
instance, by a small communications
research project, ex post tecto and limited
in scope though it was, as its author
states. 15 Its most general finding, that
attitudinal change in farming patterns
follows behavioural change rather than
the other way around, as so many com
munity development programmes have
supposed, is most interesting and full of
practica I implications for policy and its
implementation alike. A technical study
of socio-cultural implications of agrarian
reform, also expressive of newer points
of vielAL, convincingly portrays how per
sistent assumptions on the part of some
rural development planners "that the
farmers, particularly the tenants, are still
traditional, dependent, abused and reti
cent" have steadi Iy pulled policies down
into "a 'soclal trap' (which forced plan
ners) .... to take most of the initiative
away from the farmers. The social balance
in the farming sector lately has been
tipped much too 10w.,,16

14
J.M. Montemayor, Philippine Socio-Eco-

nomic Problems, Mani lo, 1969.

15c..M. Mercado, "Communication Strategies
ond thelf Impact on Launching the 1967 Green
Revolution in the Phi lippines," Phil. Jour. of
Communication Studies, Vol. 1 No 1 Sept 1971
pp. 25-43. ' ., . ,

16
R.M. Lopez, Agrarian Reform: Its Socio-

Cultural Implications in the Philippines. Agrarian
Reform Institute, University of the Phi lippines
mimeo, 1972. '



Philippine urban developmental stu
dies have been distinguished first,17 by
a dynamics of community power study and
then by the study, also by the participant
observer method primarily, of a Manila
squatter-slum area. 18 This latter effec
tively dispelled some of the gloom-doom
of many social scientists and others that
slums were but sloughs of social disorder
and depression. Indeed, through this and
other urban research inquiries 19 and much
public and private advocacy on tbe part
of the Institute of Planning,20 a more
sanguine evaluation of urbanization as a
whole has emerged, so much so, however,
that with the swing of the pendulum,
sometimes views about urbanization have
succumbed to the romanticism more often
addressed to alleged rural rather than
urban utopias. Nevertheless, the very
strong traditions of free thought and ex
pression in Philippine social science
continue to assert themselves in new
ways. For instance, at the same time as
it was increasingly understood that, as
the title of the second, now classical
urban study mentioned above has it, Slum s
ara for People, it has also been perceived,
as one of my graduate students has put it,
to what extent slums are by planners,
meaning by this that however free from
social disorganization slum life on oc
casion may be, this requires careful
interpretation. Above all, sensibility must
remain alert to the fact that looked at in
the larger contextand not as social micro
points, slums manifest "the inequality in
the distributive processes of the economic
and political order of the society wher
ever it is ••.. a social policy (is needed)
that would recognize the strength of slum

l'M.R. Hollnsteiner, The Dynamics 01 Power
in a Philippine Municipality, 1963.

lSA.A. Lcquion, Slums are lor people. Local
Government Center, College of Pvbllc Adminis
tration, University of the Phi ltpptnes, Mani la,
1969.

19
Carried out in part by a team directed by

Dr. Sylvia Guerrero of th'i' Institute of Social Work
and Community Development, U.P., at the Institute
of Philippine Culture, Ateneo de Manila Uni
versity.

20
In a number of speeches ~ Dean Leandro

A. ViIorio and former UNDP Project Manager
Wolter G. Faithfull.
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dwellers and mobilize them to bring
about radical social change. ,,21 Ideas of
urban land reform in the Philippines have
not yet made the headway that rura I land
reform ideas apparently have now in tech
nocratic and other central planning sec
tors. Indeed, urban land reform ideas are
notable mainly by their absence, except
in some imaginative and politically res
ponsive policies towards squatters.

Thirdly, development sociology and
allied social anthropological social eco
nomies and similar work inquires directly
into change and changefulness outside of
what is conventionally understood in
development studies as development plan
ning. This is so especially in, or in res
pect of, theories of time and of space.

Concerning changes in the distri
bution of phenomena relating to social
organizational phases over time, a decade
ago, significant beginnings were made in
African developmental studies regarding,
for example, what are termed 'devetopment
cycles' of family organization and family
estates. An illuminating Asian sociologi
cal study of poverty in Taiwan 22 traces,
among other things, the persistence or
otherwise of poverty traits over time in
the context of changing family structures,
One looks to this kind of analysis, not
least, to help pinpoint important impti
cations of the timing of planned interven
tion, in this case to alleviate poverty. It
suggests how plans might succeed or fail
partly depending on the single factor of
when they have been introduced, notwith
standing, for instance, their specific
content ortheparticular intentions behind
their introduction. Thus far, in urban (and
other) poverty studies in the Philippines,
this approach, so far as I am aware, has
not been explored (but I am informed that
deta collected in the recent Metro Manila
poverty research carried out by the tnsti-

21A. G. Poche, "Slums and Squatters in
Third World Cities," Local Gov't. Bulletin, Vol.
VI, No.3, May-June 1971, pp. 8-12.

2~seih Keo-Chmo, Poverty in Taiwan,
Social Development Research Studies No.3,
Preliminary Programme for Community Develop
ment, 152 Ai-Kuo East Road, Taipei, 1973.



tute of Philippine Culture and to be pub
lished later this year, could possibly be
analyzed from this point of view).

Concerning the distribution of pheno
mena over space, an important analytical
tool that has yet to be used in detail in
Philippine development studies is that
drawn from the French poles de crois
sance, known in Engl ish as growth pole
analysis. One major exploratory study
has been made, however, for the whole
country.23 Furthermore, work is soon to
start aiming at more definitive results for
one particular region. 24 The very expres
sion in English, growth pole, is meant to
connote a process which is in some ways
very different from development, namely
a strong force, at once a social, political,
economic, cultural, and so on, with which
development planning would be best ad
vised to cooperate rather than to confront.
The resultant spatial pattern mentioned
in another Taiwan study as "the basic
logic of the process of maturation of the
hierarchy of central places, ,,25 tends to
be highly stable regardless of govern
mental and all other development planning
carried out in neglect of it.

Fourthly, where development socio
logy is concerned with culture, it is as
much, if not more interested in the culture
or subculture of planners as with the
culture or subculture of, say, poverty.
For instance, sociology of knowledge
studies have shown in Africa, Asia and
Latin America alike that, notwithstanding
the evidence of the performance of this
particular organization or that, a priori

development administration preferences
keep recurring for some organizational
instruments rather than others. Thus, time
and time again, despite their repeated

23 By Z. Nowakowski, See Study on Regional
Delineation of the Philippines, Study No. 11,
Physical Planning Strategy for the Philippines,
DPWTC-IP-PACPWCD-UNDP, Manila, 1971.

24 By V.c. Aganon for Bicol inthe Cooperative
Blcol Research Project, National Development
Research Center, University of the Philippines.

25E. Winckler, Community Development in
the Republic of China: Regionol, Urban and
Organizational Aspects. SOCial Development
Reseorch Studies No.2, 1971, Taipei, Taiwan.
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fa i lures 26 to ach ieve the targets set for
them which, in so many parts of the world
are identical, development administrators
recommend cooperatives over and above
other organizational ocsaibltitles. or at
least pin the label of 'cooperative' on to
the instrument they recommend. If martial
law Filipino style has, possibly despite
many people's expectations of it, thus
far, at least apparently somewhat suc
cessfully reached out into those areas of
the public and national domain subject to
influence by this particular form of force

majeur, it is possible that current thinking
in the country now being directed towards
cooperatives might also find a Filipino
solution. But steps along this path would
be so much firmer if, instead of an a
priori orientation, there were to be a care
ful appraisal of what experience else
where has to teach. This is all the more
necessary as some of the best evidence
available at the present time suggests
that as a rule, Filipino farmers do not
want to join cooperatives of the kind of
which they can speak from the direct
experience they have acquired already.27

v

Having described development socio
logy briefly, we must now move to evalu
ate it. To a large extent, the strengths
and weaknesses of its actual and potential
contributions to unified development plan
ning and its analysis, are those conven
tionally discussed in relation to social
anthropology as an applied social science.
Its two leading characteristics in this
regard are or should be, one, field work
by participant-observation methods·
through the medium of the language most
commonly spoken, and two, a subject
focus that at least is on a society as a
whole. To these two features could be
added a third. To some extent, the con
cepts and methods most commonIy used
in even this single disciple are, even if

26
See the UNRISD series of publications on

Rural Institutians and Planned Change, Nos. 1-8,
1968-1973, edited by this writer, O. Fals Borda
and Inayatullah.

27
See, e.g., the speech of Dr. E. Tovonlcr at

the First Congress of the Philippine Institute of
Environmental Planners, May 1973.



.n a limited sense only, interdisciplinary
or at any rate, bi-disciplinary. Social
enthrcpo loqical studies of law in a so
ciety, for instance, commonly use juris
prudential as well as social anthropolo
gical sources. Sociological studies of
economy in society wi II seldom be inno
cent altogether of economics. Each of the
three characteristics just described can
be discussed one by one.

The field work by means of which
participant-observation is attempted is a
form of direct exposure to the subject of
study. At the very least, this involves or
should involve, actually living as nearly
on the job as possible. In addition, most
field workers like doctors, can tell stories
of being called out throughout the night
to attend this or that important event so
many of which seem to take place only
at night. Of course, when an element of
secrecy or privacy is integral to what one
is seeking to study, a special effort is
called for on the parts of all concerned.
At the same time, the fact of secrecy,
privacy, authority, or factions means that
however valiantly one may try to do more,
the lone individual has to operate under
heavy limitations ofa social, as well as
a temporal and spatial kind. And the more
the exogenous (to the society being
studied) nature of any team, usually the
less can its methods of work and exposure
be pertlclpent-observatorv.

The depth and integration of experi
ence obtained by field work will depend
partly on the guidelines followed in the
course of the field investigations, and
partly by the intellectual organization
that inheres, in the method chosen to
reduce phenomena observed to a written
account of them. As guides for the actual
inquiries on the job, there are classically,

·the London Royal Anthropological Insti
tute's Notes and Queries on Antbropology
(in various editions) and Yale University's
Human Relations Area Flies codes. There
are also a number of other less inclusive

. checklists, including those produced in
this country, and the results of field work
itself already published in monograph
form (and secondary or comparative analy-
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ses based on these). It is, indeed, from
a reading of the abundantly avai lable
monographs that the shortcomings of most
or many fieldwork accounts are evident.

Chiefly, but varying greatly in inci
dence and significance, these limitations
tend to be of two general kinds. First,
though the common practice is for the
monograph to begin with a chapter or two
on 'physical environment' and 'history,'
the tendency in fieldwork accounts is for
these introductory chapters to be, in
effect, aImost independent entities from
the rest of the book. The interrelations
of, for instance, a kinship with a political
system, will be described perhaps in
great detail, but the reader will be left
with the impression that any relationship
between these and, say, natural habitat
or, shoulditbementionedat all, nutrition,
is entirely co-incidental. Even settlement
patterns usually are taken as givens. As
for perceptions of environment, even, for
instance, in terms of classifications of
natural features held by the social groups
who live amongthem, these probably have
been entirely omitted. Typically, des
cription of the landscape wi II be in text
book geological and botanical language
only. Of course, some monographs are
exceptional, and as such are specially
sought after for the clues they give also
to what may exist elsewhere, though it
has not been described.

Second, a further common feature of
field work accounts is the predominance
in them of data on beliefs rather than
practices, and especially the more exotic
or unexpected of these as seen from the
viewpoint of the fieldworker. Accounts
of ideas or bel iefs about, say, ancestor
cults or witchcraft, abound. But there are
very few of the actual practice of them 
by whom, how often, when, etc. To some
extent, admittedly, this is a function of
the kind of data that it is possible for,
say, a single field worker to collect and
of the romanticism and the search for the
odd, the underprivilege and the unusual
that attends the adventure of fieldwork
and the self-selection of fieldworkers.
The chief exception to this generalization



is afforded usually by studies on marriage
(and divorce and family composition,
generally). Thecollection of genealogies,
especially by social anthropologists is
to be included here. The conventional
method used to represent kinship, and
affinity data is, however, indicative of
the nature of the analysis they are used
to sustain to anticipate questions of intel
lectual organization in written accounts
of fieldwork. The relationships of (living
and dead) siblings and in-laws, and so
on, are shown in diagrams to a point of
reference (ego) but not, for instance,
whether ego, say, actually knows their
sex or names, as distinct from the anthro
pologist-author of the genealogical table.
Social anthropology sets very great im
portance on field work as a 'method' in
fact, in two regards - as a means of col
lecting primary data and as an education
for the analyst wishing to engage in
secondary (as well as primary) analysis.
In practice, however, these are not quite
the same things.

A key point about social anthro
pology, in particular, but an ideal devel
opment sociology in general, also is that,
unlike other social sciences, a special
emphasis is or should be put on working
in the language actually used by the popu
lation under study. Partly, however, th is
is a function of necessity anyway, in the
absence of shortcuts and because anthro
pologists, above all, go out to other cul
tures with other languages for their ins
piration. It is possibly, largely, because
of the practical necessity of learning a
language for anthropologists, as well as
the intellectual importance attributed to
this specialized and demanding skill,
that analogies have so often been drawn
between linguistic structure and social
structure, and outside the social sciences,
there has also been much lively interest
in language and the meaning of meaning.
There is, perhaps, something of a trend
for studies of African and Asian social
philosopies of being,28 to be studied

28L. N. Mercado, "Filipino Thought," Philip
pine Studies, Vol. 20, Second Quarter, 1970,
pp. 207-272.
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especially from linguistic starting points
mainly. While, no doubt, there may be as
many interrelations (and lack of inter
relations) between verbal ideas and prac
tices and others as between other pheno
mena, these, so to say, quasi-liturgical
works tend to be examples of working
excessively within the categories of one
society while trying to understand another.
By that very fact, however, they also,
very importantly - if paradoxically - at
the same time show one of the universals
of humankind, namely, the fact probably
all cultures have 'their own' philosopies
of life, similar though all these may be
in both concepts and contents.

Participant-observation is such in
development studies, usually, in a loose
sense only. It is, in short, synonymous
with the idea or end of field work dis
cussed above. There are, however, some
instances of the observer actually taking,
say, a management position, both to gain
better analytical vantage point and to
help achieve a development or other inter
est of his or her own. The reasons why
sociologists and anthropologists seldom
take a management position in society
they are studying, are many and varied.
The most persuasive is a belief in a neu
trality of position to which the partici
pant-observer should aspire, but carried
to a ridiculous extreme, this has been
interpreted to mean that a fieldworker
should be virtually an invisible being
with such an infinite capacity for com
passion so that everyone would tell,
confide, confess and share everything
with him or her. The great advantage of
research done well by realist participant
observation over a suitable time period
is that it, and it alone, can afford first
hand insight into processes and causali
ties of change and their monitoring and
management by those most immediately
concerned, far beyond that which a social
survey could offer.

After the fieldwork, comes the write
up. Then, there is the rub - to be or not
to be a functionalistl Despite all the
critiques, this still remains a vital issue
for each fieldworker to resolve personally, '



when it comes to explaining or trying to
explain patterns or events. Partly this is
because of the comparative isolation of
social anthropology from broader, espe
cially philosophical and ideological con
cerns - which taken all together go a
long way in accounting for the very insti
tutionalization of that social science in
a world of university (and other) depart
ments, some of which even in their more
sober moments, were as hostile to it as
others are today, to sociology. It was at
one time very common for social anthro
pology as a whole 'to be described as
translating from the terms and ideas of
one culture into another. The best trans
lators are those with the best knOWledge
of the two languages concerned, the one
translated from and the other translated
into. Where the balance of assumptions,
and analyzed etymologies, tilts very much
in favour only of one, translation will be
defective. In social anthropology, there
has been a tendency throughout the world
for so much effort to have been put into
understanding the language translated
from, that that translated into is not 9iven
the attention it needs. Of course, by
language here, I mean concepts as well
as words. The result of this insufficiency
of thought has been in so many cases,
the imposition of 'our' categories on to
'theirs' despite the intention behind field
work and its significance being the very
opposite of this.

In development studies, it is much
better understood now, than previous ly
where plans, more than their implementa
tion were at the forefront of interest, that
a selection of general theories - not only
one - can be held 'ebout development'
by the theorist and the practitioner at the
same time, but with respect to different
situations, contexts or occasions. I sus
pect that now the foremost single premise
of development studies should be - that
sometimes some aspects of its subjects
of investigation are interlinked, and some
not. Some of these I inks or their absence
are functional. Others not. Regarding
functionalism, for instance, it is very
often an agnosticism rather than an athe
ism that is needed. I am sure, at one time
or another, we have all had the experience
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of finding some of the best Catholics to
be marxlan, and the best Protestants to
be atheistic, traumatic though such a dis
covery can be to all concerned!

Turning next to the aim to study
wholes, whether these be defined princi
pally as social. cultural, psychological
or spattal, or all of these together, this
is a holistic analytical aim sought regard
less of the extent to which the subject of
study itself has a substantive holistic
character. As one social anthropologistU

puts it, his monograph aims:

"to descri be (0) society in its
general form ..... not (to) emphasize
any ene institution such as kinship,
economic organization, or religious
behaviour (but) rather, to show how
the division between these activities
is mainly the artiticial analytical
device of social anthropologists.
Any activity actually involves a
wide range of meanings which merge.
Thus, a marriage is an economic
exchange of wealth for 0 woman who
wi II be a source of labor ond chil
dren; it marks the beginning of a
domestic and fami lial group; it unites
two groups of kin and therefore moy
have the implications of a political
olliance; ond the morrioge is conse
crated ot a wedding by ri tual symbols
whi ch exemplify $ome of the deepest
values of a society. It would bEt
quite wrong to sEte marriage in terms
of only one of these elements and
not the others. It would be equally
wrong to speak of the "institution
of marriage" if by that expression
we implied that marriage did not
involve eeeneml e, politicol and
religious institutions as well. What
we must do is to try to see sociol
behaviour within the framework of
society as a whole, es, to quote
Marcel Mouss, 'a total social phe
nomenon.' Admittedly, this is a very
difficult, perhops even impossible,
tosk; but it is precisely this com
mitment to on overall conception of
a society that is the peculiar contri
bution of anthropology."

The extent to which this objective could
be achieved depends partly on the prepa-

29T.O. Beidleman, The Kagoru: A Matri
lineal Society in East Africa. (Holt Reinhard,
New York) 1971.



ration of an anthropologist for field work.
An anthropologist especially interested
in, say, religion, needs a great deal of
theology tttmor«, it must be said, usually
after he or she returns from the field
rather than before). At the same time, he
or she wi II probably attempt to grasp even
an elementary outline of economic princi
ples, being interested in religion or on
ethic for, as well as a model of, human
interaction. Anthropologists are usually
SO much aware of the importance of fol
lowing leads in the field to wherever they
may take one as to be reluctant to try to
define his or her field work objectives in
too much detail in advance of actually
going to the field (irritating though this
may be to funding bodies).

Thirdly, the extent to which, despite
its objectives, social anthropology in
practice is not specially interdisciplinary
is a controversial matter that is not feasi
ble to discuss here in principle, except
in one regard. And this is with regard to
the following. It is not only the social
anthropology of law in society for society
in law) that is specially interested in
jurisprudence. The concepts with which,
at any rate, most Western European and
l\,Iorth American anthropologists and socio
logists analyze social behaviour - role,
corporate groups, status, rigbt, duties,
etc., - not only derive very largely from
jurisprudence. They also are actually
used in a jurisprudential manner, particu
larly when oriented to the study of social
or cultural values and value systems. But
whether this particular partnership might
be right or wrong for a given purpose 
because an association for one objective
is not necessarily the best for another,
is immaterial for the moment. What is
more important to emphasize by means of
this example is, simply, that what at first
sight may appear to be just a single
discipline may, on further inspection,
turn out to be very different especially if
a historical glance at origins can throw
light on present picture. If university
disciplines can be seen to be very unlike
states or nations, then, modes other than
those of conquest or annexation can serve
as a basis for inter-disciplinary efforts.
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In the Philippines, an emphasis
principally on rural studies and prehistory
and archeological work has gone hand in
hand with anthropology. Certain Iy, there
would seem to be an unusual environ
mental potentiality here for the kind of
investigation that was rewarded last year
with Tasaday.30 There has, moreover,
been much continuity in a long history of
this. Nonetheless, what has happened
elsewhere in post-colonial times, seems
also to have happened here. Most notable,
has been the rise of political science and
local administration studies and follOWing
not far, it at all, behind, sociological
studies of mainly rural development.
Especially, rural sociology has gained in
importance over social anthropology as
the social scientists involved being
increasingly morenative than foreign, are
studying their own .. in a national sense 
society. Again, this is a broad pattern of
decolonlzatlon and antleotcnizatlen the
world over.

Jointly-authored work by foreign and
national sociologists is exceptional in
most post-colonial regions. Is this be
cause, at the level of local communities,
the latter tend to prefer survey to partici
pant-observation work? Cooperative work
has been somewhat more common in the
field of political science and public
administration. Why this should have been
the case, if not solely because of a com
mon methodological orientation which is
probably unlikely, it may be difficult to
say, unless power, at least the study of
power, attracts more than corrupts.

.. .. ..
Is there any alternative approach to

the field of practical and intellectual
concerns in development studies that, in
a way a default, the concep,tualizations
described in this paper touch on? Is there
any alternative means to those we have
discussed thus far that might help make
real and perplexing issues for planning

30c.A. Fernandez and F. Lynch, .. The
Tasaday: Cove-dwelling Fooggatherers of Sovtl-l
Ccrebcro, Mindanoo/' Philippine Sociological
Review, Vol. 20, No.3, Oct. 1972.



less intangible and therefore more amena
ble to solution? The trouble with equating
"social" with "intangible" and "non
quantitative" aspects is, simply, that
that makes it more or less sure that either
they cannot or will not be grasped, even
identified, with much certainty, If, by
chance or post mortem, they are stumbled
upon, they will have been defined at the
outset as somehow nonessential, non
technical. Could there be a way of stud
ying and, hopefully, practicing devel
opment planning and its analysis which
does not set out with the initial disad
vantage of a fragmentation into aspects 
social, economic, political, physical,
demographic, legal, psychological, geo
graphical and so on? Is there, in short, a
less aspectua I than dia lectica lap
proach?31

I believe that there is, and we must
search for it. Once development planning
as a universe of discourse and action has
been defined, and agreements reached on
the most relevant sources and uses of
data, it should be possible to set out at
minimum a kind of checklist of the princi
pal issues that any form of development
planning and its evaluation, but especially
planning, concerned above all, with social
institutional development, must face,
whatever the particular nature of indi
vidual programmes. But it must remain for
another occasion to report on a teaching
experiment in this regard now underway.

31Georges Gvrvitch, Dlalectlque et Soclo
logie, Flommcrton, Paris, 1962.
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THE FOUR-YEAR DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR FY 1912-1975
AND THE PHYSICAL PLANNING OF THE MANILA BAY METRO-REGION*
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University of the Philippines

The Four-Year Deyelopment Plan
As Part of tile Long-Term Plan

With the declaration of Martial Law in
the Philippines, the President has in effect
terminatedthe era of laissez faire and bagun
the era of a more controlled economy. This
means that the government can exert a far
wider and more potent influence on all
activities including those in the economic
field. The development plan of the present
administration is a public document showing
howthe government machinery and resources
are committed to specific objectives and
growth targets. If it is to ba taken more
seriously by the implementing authorities as
being more than an indicative plan, its con
tents should ba analyzed for their possible
implications to the country's physical growth.

The Four-Year Development Plan for FY
1972-1975 is a continuation of the Develop
ment Plan for FY 1971-1974 both were made
during and for the Marcos Administration.
Technocrats view these four-year plans as
part of a rolling plan geared toward long
term objectives. This concept of a rolling
plan is advantageous in that it allows more
flexibil ity for the plans to adjust to more
recent developments in the domestic as well

as international economies. In addition, it
makes possible amOre comprehensive evalua
tion of economic performance in relation to
the plans and the incorporation of improve
ments in the methodology of identifying or
specifying the important relationships in the
economy. 1

.oals of tile Development Plan
for FY 1812-18

Theultimate goal of the Marcos develop
mentplans is sustainedeconomic prosperity. 2
The long-run plan objectives mentioned by
the FY 1972-75 plan are: higher per capita
income, greater employment, more equitable
income distribution, internal economic sta
bility, and regional industrialization and
development.3

Since it is unlikely that these objectives
will ba fully achieved in the four-year period
of the Plan, some intermediate guideposts
havebeen set up. Such guideposts are geared
towards solving what have been felt as the
country's two largest problems: balance of
payment deficits and unemployment. They are
the following: export promotion, labor inten
sity, and industrial Iinkages.4

*This paper was financed from the DFWTC·PACFWCD project as part of a series of studies leading
to the construction of a strategy plan for the Manila Bay MetropoUtan Region. The author wishes to
acknowledge the helpful comments of Messrs. Teodoro T. Encarnacion, Walter G. Faithfull, John B. Urner
and Dr. Leandro A. Viloria, Dean of the Institute of Flanning, University of the Fhilippines, on the first
draft of this paper.

1 .
From the foreword by NatiOnal Economic Council Chairman Gerardo F. Sicat in the Four-Year Devel

opment Plan 1972-75 adopted by the National Economic Council, July 23, 1971.

2
Four-Year Development Plcn 1972-75, (National Economic Council, Manila) 1972, p. 3.

31bia., p. 17.

4, bid.
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Among the three guideposts, labor
intensity has been the most difficult to
enforce, especially in the manufacturing
sector where technology is capital-biased
rather than labor-biased. However, the
seriousness of this problem has been recog
nized by the national planners, so that a
conscious effort has been undertaken in the
government sector including the Board of
Investments to generate employment through
more labor intensity evenin the manufacturing
sector.

Matf.lI.nomic Modei of the Economy
and the DeYliopment Plan

Brief mention is to be made of the empiri
cal macroeconomic model which was utilized
in considering the inter-relationships among
the aggregativevariables and the constraints
they impose on the choice of development
targets over the plan period. Unfortunately,
this model has no geographic dimensions,
partly because data in the Philippines is in
an aggregate form. However, this model is
useful since it differentiates between exoge
nousandendogenous factors affecting growth
under Philippine conditions. Furthermore, it
suggests some reforms in the economic
structure of the country.

Money supply, wagerates, import prices
and exports are considered exogenous varia
bles. This means that these variables are
determined by external factors beyond the
control of the economy such as legislation,
world marketconditions, etc. The endogenous
variables are real GNP, employment, general
price level, investment, capital stock and
imports. The macroeconomic model explains
their determination and makes forecasts of
their values for the plan period.5

Since this is an empirical macro-model,
oneof the findings is that, given the present
economic structure, stimulants to growth will
be met either with a poor response in real

5Ibid., pp. 45-49.
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GNP or with runaway inflation. Therefore,
there is a need for changes as follows:

a. a shift in the composition of exports
from principally agricultural to industrial;

b. an increase in capital-output ratio
by increasing the demand for investment
goods rather than consumption goods;

c. shift in industrial structure from
capital-intensive to labor-intensive activi
ties;

d. growth in productivity through
improvements in production technology in
agriculture as well as manufacturing; and

e. improvement of the tax effort. &

Concerned government agencies Iike the
Board of Investments have long supported
proposals (a) and (c) through policies which
are translated into the Export Priorities Plan
and Investment Priorities Plan. Furthermore,
racent Presidential directives like the ban
on luxury consumption goods and tax amnes
ties will boost (b) and (e), respectively.

Seetonl Growth

Gross National Product is to have an
annual average growth target of 6.9 per cent
for the plan period. The sectoral breakdown
is as follows:

Agriculture ••••••• 5.3 per cent per annum

Mining •••••••• - • 21.8 per cent per annum

Manufacturing - •••• 9.0 per cent per annum

Canstructlan ••••• 13.5 per cent per annum

Transportation •• - • 5.8 per cent per annum

Commerce • • •• • _. 5.3 per cent per annum

Services •• - - - ••• 4.0 per cent per annum

Exports and imports are to increase at an
annualrate of10.3 and 10.7 per cent, respec
tively. The implications of these faster
growth rates on the physical structure of the
Manila Bay region will be discussed below.7

6,bid., pp. 53-55.

7,bid., pp, 23-31.



Agriculture

In order to achieve a growth rate of 5.3
per cent per annum, the strategy of develop
ment in this sector consists of:

a. expansion of food production through
out gradually expanding irrigated areas;

b. expansion of agricultural exports:
commercial, (coconut, abaca, sugar, etc.)
andnon-traditional exports (poultry, breeding
hogs, bananas and other fruits, vegetables);

c. intensified land distribution, parti
cularly in the areas of unrest; and

d. conservation of natural resources.8

The Green Revolution project of the First
Lady has resulted in the overwhelming pro
duction of vegetablesand foodstuffs. It alone
could make the target rate of growth of 5.3
per cent easi ly achievable. Its benefits to
the common man are better nutrition and less
out-of-pocket expenditures since vegetables
and foodstuffs are now plentiful at lower
prices. Theinnerzone of the Manila Bay area
which used to be a food products-importing
region is starting to find itself self-sufficient
in suchcommodities. Even the Greater Manila
area which has been a food deficit area is
enjoying the benefits of the Green Revolution.

TheUpper Pampanga River Project is the
only significant irrigation project mentioned
by thePlanin the Luzon area. However, since
it services the Nueva Ecija farmlands which
lie outside the study area, the project will
not have a substantial impact on agricultural
production in the Manila Bay area.

With the expected increase in agricul
tural exports, existing coconut farms in
Southern Luzon, and sugar lands in Central
and Southern Luzon, poultry farms and pig
gerias, shrimpandmarinefarms in the coastal
areaSo will continue to flourish since their
markets will expand to include many other
foreign countries. Perishable export crops

8/bid., pp. 101-122.
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wi II have to be within reasonable distance
from the ports until refrigeration services
are adequate to meet the demands for it.

The policy of intensified land distri
bution hasbeen supported by the proclamation
of the whole country as a land reform area.
Theprovinces in the study region are greatly
affected because a large portion of their
territories are planted to rice and corn and
are highly tenanted. In addition, Central
Luzonhashad a long history of social unrest
because of this issue.

There arethreeproblems attendant to the
distribution of land which have not been
given due attention but which can be solved
very easily by issuing supporting decrees.
First is the question of whether lands which
will be distributed are of economic size. If a
farmer gets less than 3.05 hectares for
unirrigated andabout1.8 hectaresfor irrigated
lands,9 his costs will always be greater than
his income. Therefore, owning the land will
not be to his advantage. Secondly, there is
the matter of inequity in distribution. Land
is givento the farmersto achieve the national
goal of social equity. Lands have different
soil fertility and sizes of lots to be distri
buted may differ from one person to another.
Such differences wi II have to be contented
with. Finally, there is the problem of planning
ahead. The Mani la Bay area is projected to
become the metropolis of the nation. Many
areasnow being planted to agriculture in the
Manila Bay region are potential valuable
urban lands. The decree on land reform pro
hibits tile resale of distributed land. This
means that aprospective industrial ist looking
for a plant site wi II not be able to buy land
from the farmers who are beneficiaries of
land reform. Moreover, he will have to deal
with a li'lrger number of landholders in buying
a tract of land, thus raising his acquisition
costs. These are critical problems bearing

9The findings of Josefina T. Rivera on
'IDetermination of the Minimum Family-Size Farm
for Lease Holders in the Land Reform Program, I /

a paper submitted to the UP-Wisconsin Training
Program in Development Economics on. March 30.
1971 show that the economic sizes of farms are
as follows: one-crop irrigated farms: 2.14 hectares;
two-crop irrigated farms: 1.58 hectares; non
irrigated farms: 3.05 hectares.



significance to the distribution of land in
the metropolitan region which deserves atten
tion, particularly from the Department of
Agrarian Reform. 10

Industry

The industrial sector includes the areas
of manufacturing, the processing segment of
mining, and other related activities such as
construction. ThePlananticipates an increase
in shareof net domestic product of the whole
sector from 24.4 per cent in 1972 to 27.6 per
cent in 1975. Sectoral distribution is as
follows: 11

too that such operations do not leave devas
tated, useless land behind.

To achieve the targets for the manufac
turing sector, the following objectives are
presented: (a) alleviate the trade imbalance
by developing export-oriented industries
employing indigenous raw materials; (b) pro
moting the development of intermediate and
capital goods industries with high potentials
for forward and backward linkages; and (c)
dispersing industries to different regions in
order to generate,among others, wider employ
ment opportunities.12 Among the three
objectives, the last one holds the greatest
impact toward the developmentof the physicaI
structure of the Manila Bay region.

As seen from the above table, industrial
expansion will be largely in terms of mining
and manufacturing output.

10
Latest reports state that the Department

of Agrarian Reform is indeed investigating the
third problem mentioned above.

11 Four-Year Development Plan, op. cit.,
p. 130.

The mining sector includes sand and
gravel operations to get aggregates for
making concrete. These operations should
be as near as possible to the urbanizing
areas to save on hauling costs. At present,
the Board of Investmentshas ruled sufficiency
in this activity in relation to the needs of
the Luzon area. However, since urbanizing
areas are increasing rapidly, and gravel
operations must have room for future expan
sion, land-use planning in the Manila Bay
region as well as other rapidly urbanizing
areas should see to it that these essential
resources should not be forced out prema
turely. Furthermore, they should see to it

2.4 3.7

19.0 20.9

3.0 3.0

24.4 27.6

Interest in regional development in the
Philippines is relatively recent. Since the
latter part of 1972 to date, more definite
policies have been formed by major planning
agencies like the National Economic Council
(NEC), the Presidential Economic Staff (PES),
and the Board of Investments (BOI).13 With
stricter adherence to regional dispersal of
industries, there may be a lower percentage
of industries located in the Manila area. In
the past, factories were installed in the inner
core of the Manila area, particularly near the
port and along the waterways of the Pasig
River, because of the high import-component
of their finished products. The Four-Year
Development Plan, which was prepared prior
to the imposition of martial law, foresees
the extension of the import-dependence of
future industries on the condition that there
are netforeign exchange savings due to their
production. 14

There are two possibilities in the new
industrial developmentstructures. First, with
the concern of the Secretary of Finance over
the increasing balance of payment deficits,
new industries using highly capital-intensive
technology (capital equipment is imported)

12/bid., p, 134.

13
The Integrated Reorganization Plan of

1972, adopted by the Presrdent by virtue of
Prearden ttnl Decree No. I-A has abolished the
NEC and the PES and has created in their place
the National Economic and Development Authority
(NEDA).

14Four_Year Development Plan, op. cit.,
. p , 134.

FY 1975FY 1912Met Domestic Product
Originoting in Sectors
os Per Cent of Total

Total for Industry

Processed Mining

Manufacturing

Construction
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and/or having production processes which
have a high import component will not be
allowed to be set up. Another possibility is
that, even if this import-dependence charac
teristic of future industries were allowed to
continue, location tendencies may change
when, due to the industrial dispersal policy
of the government, ports in metropolitan areas
like Cebu and Davao cities will be expanded
to service more international ships.

As a result of their interim policies on
dispersal of industries, the BOI has observed
the following trends from their assisted
projects:

a. agro-industriaJ projects are widely
dispersed and located beyond a 55-km.
distance from the Manila area;

b. projects in the chemical industries
have concentrated in Manila and neighboring
regions;

c. projects in the engineering industries
are all in the Southern Luzon region; and

d. most industries exporting products
other than minerals and processed mineral
products are located in the Greater Manila
Area. 15

There are two priorities plans being
promulgated by the Board of Investments.
These are the Investment Priorities Plan and
the Export Priorities Plan. The latter is dif
ferent from the former in that it encourages
industries to produce for export. As a first
step in regional dispersal of industries the
export-oriented industries should strongly
be encouraged to locate near ports in the
areas other than Manila which service inter
national ships.

Needless to say, and in spite of strong
regional dispersal policies, location of
industries at least in the next 10 years will
probably be outside the existing Manila
built-up area but still within the Manila Bay
region. l6 The main reasons for this are the

15I bid., p. 147.

16
The Manila Bay Planning Strategy Team

and the UPIP defines Manila Bay region to
include the eight provinces of ZambaIes, Bataan,
Pampanga, Bulacan, Riza1, Cavite, Laguna and
Batangas.
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following: (a) land is still abundant in these
areas; (b) the concentrated population of the
metropolitan area offers itself as the largest
single market for any type of product; (c)
Manila being the primate city possesses every
conceivable urban faci I ity and infrastructure
required by any industry; (d) proposed trans
port infrastructure projects link Manila City
to aII parts of the country passing through
the Manila Bay region, thereby opening up
moreareas in the latter for industrial location
because of lesser travel time and more
efficient transport of products to the urban
market.

Infrastructure

Infrastructure is primari Iy a service
sector and as such, follows the demands of
economic development. It also serves as a
positive inducement to economic progress
itself. The government in a free enterprise
economy is impelled to provide the proper
climate and direction towards desirable
investment areas. It can be achieved through
strategically located infrastructure projects
that provide the required physical and social
overhead faci I ities for productive activities.

In a more controlled economy, govern
ment participation could extend as far as the
actual production of consumption goods and
services. To this date, the government has
not made any substantial plans other than
those in the field of infrastructure develop
ment although it has been involved in many
industrial and commercial projects. The
following discussion wi I I touch upon projects
discussed in the Plan as well as in the
publ ications of the. NEC and the PES17 on
projects supporting the Plan and amended by
new proposals coming from involved agencies
such as the Department of Public Works,
Transportation and Communications, the
Infrastructure Operations Center, the Presi
dential Economic Staff and International
leading institutions.

Infrastructure programs have been con
ceived to support the sectoral goals of the
developmentplans as welf as anticipate non-

..
17

Republic of the Philippines, Major Deve-
lopment Projects, June 1972.



sectoral problems of economic growth. From
the sectoral targets discussed above, it can
begleaned that an extensive transport system
in the formof roads, ports, rails, and airports
will be required due to greater spatial move
ment of food from major production areas to
deficit areas, of goods due to the intensified
industrial linkages andthe expected increase
in export tonnages. Strengthening of roads
leading to major industrial areas, to ports or
urbanmarketsis essential for the easy outlet
of products and inflow of raw materials.
Power generation and transmission facilities
are also being programmed for expansion to
cater to the anticipated upsurge in industrial
demand.

Below is a discussion of the detailed
infrastructure projects situated in the Manila
Bayregion. Theyinclude roads,ports, airports,
rai Iways, water resources development,
power and electrification, the National
Government Center and housing projects.

A. Roads

Road transportation remains the primary
means of travel in the country. Theproposed
roads in Luzon arecomposed of two packages:
1,200 kilometers of main trunk Jines, and
200 ki lometersof secondary and sub-regional
systems. The United Nations Development
Programme, through the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development as exe
cuting agency, has found some 810 out of the
1,200 kilometers of the proposed roads to be.
feasible, and has recommended 500 kilo
meters of the roads to be built immediately
through World Bank funding during the 1972
1975 investment period.

Most of the high priority projects are
found in the Manila Bay region: construction
of theproposed four-lane GO-kilometer Manila
North Expressway Extension up to Angefes
City combined with the rehabilitation of the
existing North Road; construction/recon
struction of the San Fernando-Olongapo Road
and the San Fernando-Gapan Road; improve
ment of the Las Pinas-Tagaytay and Sto.
Tomas-Batangas Roads and the Laguna Lake
circumferential Road System.
Some 29 kilometers of bypasses have also
b.een proposed around congested urban
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centers. The benefits expected from these
projects will be in the form of savings in
traffic costs, generation of new agro-indus
trial production and promotion of regional
growth centers in the case of San Fernando
in Pampanga, Calamba andSta. Cruz in
Laguna, and Batangas City.18

In the built-up metropolitan core. feasi
bi Iity studies have been launched for the
completion of the basic radial and circumfer
ential road network. including parts of the
outer ring road C-5, designed as a service
roadfor the string of industrial zones planned
outside E. de los Santos Avenue, and parts
of the outermost circumferential road C-G
which wouldconnectthe main north and south
routes. These projects are among those
identified to be high priority in the on-going
Japanese-Assisted Metropolitan Transport
Survey andare linked with the rationalization
of land uses in the development core.19
When completed, the projects would provide
for a more effective spread of transport
service in the area and help direct and assist
the metropol itan expansion..

B. Ports

Because of the insular character of the.
country, sea transport is important. The
increased inter-industry linkages and the
planned ihtensification of export-oriented
industries are expected to boost domestic
seaborn traffic and international freight and
cargo tonnage.

Under the FY1972-75 program, the
engineering improvement of strategic ports
of entry as weII as domestic ports of areas
having regionwide influence are stressed
through the addition of berthing and storage
faci Iities and harbor dredging in order to
enablethemtocopewiththegrowing shipping

l~ajor Development Projects, op. cit., p. 56.

19Th e se radial and circumferential roads
In the Manila area are also part of the Metro
politan Manila Ring Development Projects
currently being undertaken by a study group
bearing the same name in the Project Planning
and Development Office of the DPWTC.



traffic and rapid modernization of vessel'
characteristics. 20

In the Manila Bay region, the ports being
considered for expansion or improvement are
the Mani IaPortSystem and the Batangas Port.
The Manila Port System is the country's
premier trans-shipment point which handles
85 per cent of Philippine imports and 15 per
cent of exports. Partof the German commodity
loan hasbeenearmarked to develop facilities
and handle containerized traffic. Tile inter
national port is scheduled to accommodate
the growthof foreign traffic up to the 1980's.
The North Harbor handles domestic traffic.
Pier 16 is being planned for expansion
including the provision of additional terminal
facilities for passengers and cargoes.

Also significant is the proposed improve
ment of Batangas port following the recom
mendation of the UNDP/IBRD feasibility
study team. This port project, coupled with
the proposed improvement of the road con
necting it to Manila, will strengthen the role
of Batangas as a secondary center of the
region. 21

C. Airports

Airports wi II be improved/constructed
based on the following criteria set up by the
Philippine Transport Survey which are: (a)
high present and anticipated passenger and
freight traffic as well as the importance of
the airport's hinterland, (b) substantial
deviation from ICAO standards, and (c)
absence of, or insufficient means of trans
port to the areas in question. 22 .

The only airport project in the Manila
Bay area is the reconstruction of the Manila
International Airport. The destruction of the
MIA terminal building while unfortunate, has
provided a good opportunity for restructuring
and replanning the system for more efficient
operations. A long-run study has been started

20Major Development Projects, op. cir.,
p.57.

21Major Development Projects, 1973.

22Ibicl., p. 58.
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in 1972, concurrently with the short-run
rehabilitation of the present site, in order to
establ ish the optimum rearrangement and
developmentof the present MIA, to besynchro
nized with the future transfer to another site.
Alternative sites have been tentatively
chosen in the Manila Bay region.

D. Railways

The rehabilitation and modernization
program of the Philippine National Railways
is aimed at bringing the railway mode at par
with the other modes of transportation. Rail
way systems the world over are undergoing
major changes both as the only means of
competing with the advanced technology of
highway and air transportation and the only
means capable of handling the passenger
loads in large urban area. The Philippine
National Railway is no exception, and the
long-range program envisioned will bring it
up on Its feet to provide the necessary
services of carrying passengers and bulk
cargo over the most economical haul dis
tances. 23

Therailway system in Luzon consists of
1,028 kilometers of single-line tracks of the
narrow gauge type which extends northward
to San Fernando, La Union, and southwards
to Legaspi City for a north-south Iine of 640
kilometers. There is a 55-kilometer branch
j ine from Terlac, Tarlac to San Jose, Nueva
Ecija and a 91-kilometer branch line from
Balagtas, Bulacanto Cabanatuan City. These
are the lines currently being proposed for
rehabilitation in addition to the 640-kilo
meters Iine mentioned above. In addition, the
extension of the terminal at San Jose, Nueva
Ecija to end at Tuguegarao, Cagayan, a
project that has long been planned but never
implemented, has again occupied the at
tention of the authorities.

The Four-Year Development Plan makes
no mentionofthe proposedPhiIippine National
Railway commuter lines and the other rail
rapid transit lines in the proposed transport
plan for Metropolitan Manila. The latter

231bid., p, 59.



projects areto be undertaken within 15 years
to alleviate the Greater Manila transport
problem.

E. Water Resource Development

The Manila Bay Metro-Region has the
largest lake in the country, the Laguna de
Bay, and parts of two of the nation's eight
major river basins, namely the Agno, and
Pampanga Rivers in Central Luzon. The region
has, therefore, abundant potential water
resources to supply all the requirements for
irrigation and for domestic and industrial
uses, andthere is a great potential for hydro
electric power generation in the vicinity of
the region.24 Manysmall-scale projects might
be necessary, and nuclear power for the Bay
region is recommended by the National Power
Corporation. There are also extensive ground
water potentials in various locations.

The major water resources development
projects affecting the study area deal with
the sanitary sewerage improvement and
flood control and drainage in the Greater
Manila watershed. The Laguna Lake Develop
mentAuthority has proposed the construction
of the Mangahan FJoodway-Paranaque SpiIlway
complex as the best solution to reduce the
flooding of the lakeshore area and the flood
overtoppingofthe Pasig River. Such proposals
have been accepted by the Department of
Publlc Works, Transportation and Communi
cations, and are now high priority projects
listed among the Metro-Ring Development
Projects and currently the subjects of feasi
bility study.

Also, plans were recently completed to
implement the Pampanga and Agno-Tarlac
River Control Projects designed to protect
248,000 hectares of prime farm and urban
lands in the rich floodplains of Central Luzon.
Scheduled for execution over the next four
years (presently through USAID assistance),
the two projects would prevent flood losses
estimated at P38.3 million a year, aside from
enabling the protected lands to be developed
into more intensive urban and agricultural
uses; All such projects would allow urban-
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ization andintensified agriculture to proceed
with greater pace and scale northwards to
the vast area of Central Luzon, thereby
enhancing the economic importance of this
part of the Bay region.

F. Power ana Electrification

Nearly all major towns in the Bay region
are serviced with electric power. However,
demand for electricity continues to increase
as population multiplies and the number of
industries grows. Listed below are projects
in the Manila Bay region found to be econo
mically justifiable.

1. Central Luzonelectrification project,
Phase II (regionwide)

2. Bataan Thermal Plant No.2
3. Zambales electrification project
4. Laguna-Batangas electrification,

Phase II
5. Southern Tagalogelectrification stage

I, II, III, IV, V
6. Nuclear power plant with a reactor

capable of generating 400 to 500 MW.
1. Caliraya Pump Storage Project 25

A new proposal involves the recommen
dation by the National Power Corporation for
the construction of a nuclear power station
for the Manila Bay area to be located either
at Bataan or Cavite. Nuclear power plants
continue to grow in importance as fuel prob
lems are reducing the relative importance of
thermal powerplants. All these projects will
undoubtedly sustain the growth of existing
industries and give added impetus to the
emergence of new ones. In addition, electri
fication of more areas will contribute towards
the bettermentofthe quality or level of living
of people in these affected areas.

G. Notional Government Center

The establishment of a national govern
mentcenter is another priority project among
the Metro-Ring Development Projects. Its
objective is to transfer the national govern-



ment offices under the Executive Department
to a 120-hectare area at Diliman, Quezon
City.26

Thetransfer of the administrative center
may relocate part of the employmentconcen
tration together with its attendant problems
I ike traffic congestion, slums, pollution, from
the older metropolis to the capital city. The
comprehensive plan for the capital city as
well as the Bay region should anticipate such
problems and include their solutions in the
plan.

H. HOlJsing

The National Housing Program included
in the Four-Year Development Plan for 1972
75 envisions the supply of housing to 117,000
fami lies during the plan period. The program
is divided into three areas: social housing,
financed and built by the government (22,434
families); economic housing, financed and
built by the government (33,976 families);
and private-owned housing, financed by the
government (62,040 families). 27

The government-owned social housing
projects in the study area consist of the
Philippine Housing and Homesite Corporation
resettlement programs at Carmona and Mon
taiban andthe PHHC TondoTenement Housing.
Theeconomichousing projects are distributed
among the following agencies: PHHCI
National Housing Corporation, PHHCI
Government Service Insurance System, GSISI
Metropolitan Waterworks District and the
Social Security System.

Very noticeable is the lack of a national
land housing policy which will set up guide
I ines for the provision of land for housing in
the future. Past experiences or resettlement
of squatters have not been successful on
account of the following: (a) lack of water
and sewage facilities; (b) -absence of an
employment base for the relocated squatters,
and (c) lack of cheap transit for the relocated
squatters, to commute to their places of work

2611;,ia., p. 157.

27Four-Year Development Plan, p, 219-221.
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or whatever. On a limited pilot scale, these
concepts are proposed to be applied to the
Sapang Palay, Carmona andSanPedroTunasan
housing projects where USAID assistance
is being sought for site development and
provision of infrastructure service.

The Plan makes mention of secondary
mortgage marketsand related financial insti·
tutions. Resort to such measures, however,
may not be advisable since they may be
misused as primary mortgage markets have
been in the past, to the prejudice of the more
needy sectors of the social structure.

1IIe Four-Year Deyelopment Plan
nd 'IfIe Mnila lay Regional Plan

One of the concerns of this paper is to
find out whether the national plan is in
consonance with the regional plan of the
Manila Bay and vice versa. The Development
Plan is more of an economic plan; in most
cases, it gives no physical dimensions,
particularly in its sectoral aspects. Although
it regards regional growth as one of the
important objectives of the country, it does
not specify any broad guidelines for its
implementation.

From the other end, the study teams of
the Department of Public Works, Transpor
tation and Communications have taken the
proposals of the Development Plan as given
and have drawn out the Preliminary Regional
Plan for the Manila Bay. To this effect, there
is no conflict between the regional plan for
the metropolis and the national plans.

The strategy for development
for the Manila Bay region is a mixture of
finger development at the metropolitan core,
I inear development along the major trunk
roads during the first stage of development,
and regional growth centers in the form of
attached satellite cities during the second
stage.

In the first stage which is expected to
occur within a decade. circumferential and
major trunk roads will be constructed to
support and service the dispersed industries
within the metropolitan region but away from



the urban core. In the second stage, the
satellite cities are planned to absorb the
growing population and increasing number of
industries. Industries are being planned in
these areas in order to employ the labor force
portion of the exploding urban population
which is expected to reach a magnitude of
20 million by theyear 2000 within the Manila
Bay region.23 The electrification projects
cited above are strategically placed at the
regional plan's projected urban centers and
industrial areas.

Problems for Strategic Plannlnl.nd
Project Development in ttle

Manila Bay Belion

Themajorproblemsfor strategic planning
and project development may be classified
according to the following: (a) lack of physi
cal plans and planning expertise, (b) politics
involved in plan preparation and implement
ation, (c) financing problems, and (d) lack
of coordination between planner$ and local
government officials.

LaCk of Physical Plul

and Pluninl Expertise

There are basic differences between
national planning, strategic planning and
project development. National planners start
fromnational andinternational considerations
andwork down to detail therefrom. They deal
with the interactions of varied forms of
activity in the country as a whole. Strategic
planners are more tacticians who decide
about the location of definite activities in
selected areas. Project developers, as their
name implies, develop specific projects for
a favored activity.

An important fact here is that until
recently, the national plan hasnot considered
regional plans. Thereason for this is simple:
that no region has prepared a regional plan.

28Lydta Baal, Cristina Que end Yun Kim.
"New Population Projections by Age end Sex
for the Phtltpptnes end Each Provtnce, 1970
2000." Population Research Division, BureO\1of
the Census c;md Statistics, (unpublished), 26 pp.
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In fact, the Reorganization Commission came
out with their official regional delineation
only in 1972. The government supported their
regional definitions and recently established
regional capital centers. For some years, the
idea of a regional form of government which
is a corollary of a regional development plan
is not yet accepted. With the absence of a
national physical planning strategy and
regional plans, project developers determine
specific projects based on the' anticipated
and existing needs of a certain locality.

Oneexplanation for the lack of physical
plans is the lack of expertise in making such
plans. Plannmg education in the Philippines
is generaUstic as it should be for very small
countries in order to allow for flexibility in
the vast array of jobs which have to be
performed. It has been so generalistic that
graduates even on the masters level are not
always adequately equipped to handle spe
cialized problems like transportation plan
ning, housing, etc.

The Institute of Planning of the Univer
sity of the Philippines has pioneered the
education of environmental planners but the
number of graduates is insufficient to staff
so far all the strategic offices in which they
are urgently needed. The deficiency of appro
priate expertise and talent for certain fields
of specialization has forced the government
to recruit foreign experts according to parti
cular needs.

Three observations have arisen in this
respect: (a) experts have not been fully
successful in training their local counter
parts because of the voluminous amount of
work which has to be accomplished in too
short a time; (b) some of the foreign experts
wereeither not real experts or they could not
orient themselves to local conditions so as
to enable them to tackle local problems
successfully; (c) some counterparts could
not reconcile themselves to working with
foreign experts even if the experts were of
high caliber.

The Bane of Politics in Plan Preparatlen
ud .Implementatlen

One of the problems of plan preparation
and implementation which was repeteadly



deplored in the past. revolved around the
fact that national plans containing recom
mendations for infrastructure projects were
closely linked with the fortunes of powerful
and influential politicians. In many develop
ing countries. the change of rulers is so
frequentthat plans are never implemented by
the same set of planners who made them.
This factor introduces a degree of instability
in plan formulation and implementation which
may be a disincentive for prospective finan
ciers of infrastructure programs to take
interest in pursuingtheir projects.

Finaltclul

In any implementation aspect of a plan,
financing plays one of the most crucial roles.
The experience of the Philippines so far has
been to rely on foreign financing for major
capital projects. private and public. This
tendency has resulted in the undue accumu
lation of public debt. As mentioned earlier.
foreign institutions have grown wary of large
politics-oriented or -inspired projects
because of the uncertainties attendant to
their implementation.

fbe Metro-Ring Development Project
ushers in a new concept of financing infra
structure projects. It utilizes the principle
of excess condemnation and purchase of
potential urban land to be resold after its
development. This is a good proposal in that
development projects can be made self
liquidating.

D. Lade 01Caardinafion Between ond Among
Planners and Government Officials

The Manila Bay region contains 188
local governments at the municipal and city
levels. Considering the number alone. it
becomes obvious how difficult it is for coor
dination to be effected among the planners
and government officials in order to solve
common problems such as traffic, pollution,
flood control, etc.

The dynamism generated by compulsive
conditions under the New Society should
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bring about beneficial results towards the
faster development of projects which previ
ously suffered grievous delays due to factors
inherent in the system.

Today. when obstacles to development
have been largely removed by executive fiat
and there is apparent a single-minded even
impatient, effort to achieve results along the
lines of social and economic development,
the total energies and resources of the nation
should be channeled towards that goal.

While programming and implamentation
on the national and local levels are now
rei ieved of certain barriers which proved a
drag to more expedient action in the past,
there is, on the other hand. the pervasive
problem of adequate financing even for top
priority development needs. Foreign financing
is still the inevitable main source and the
Marcos administration more than ever shows
an over-riding interest in foreign loans even
as every possibility is being explored to
promote foreign investments here not only
from the traditional fountainheads in the
United States but also in other countries in
Asia and Europe including the Socialist
nations.

The reform-oriented Administration has
initiated measures in virtually all aspects of
the national life in a no nonsense manner
and the results are readily apparent.

The so-called Green Revolution brought
about dramatic results in the way of s'urging
production of vegetables and fruits that has
added to food sufficiency, Cereal production,
particularly that of rice, on the other hand,
continues to be a nagging problem and,
pending the completion of on-going projects
I ike more extensive irrigation dams for the
Central L.uzon area. the country may have to
resort to more rice imports this year to cover
up the expected cereal deficiency.

There is much preoccupetion in regional
development plans for the Manila Bay erea
considering the pivotal role that this pert of
the country plays in the overall development
plans. The results of current projects and
those to be started in the futura will not be
readily apparent until after a reasonable
span of years.



Newandadditional infrastructural faci Ii
ties havebeen put up which inevitably would
further boost economic growth.

The administration is also going to
maximum lengths to exploit the country's
tourism potentials as a source of foreign
exchange reserves as well as a stimulant to
domestic growth.

To backstop the implementation of the
different development programs, the Adminis
tration depends much on expertise available
in this country and, to a lesser extent, on
whatever talents could be loaned or hired
through international agencies and private
technological entities abroad.

The establishment of the National
Economic Development Authority this year
should give a fillip to intensified develop
ment efforts. The sooner the NEDA and the
RDS become fully operative and hold ful I rein
of the myriad economic problems headed by
unemployment and regional disparities in
11lcomeandwealthbeseuing the New Society,
the faster will national goals be achieved.
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REGIONAL DEVELO~ENT CENTERS
CVITHIA D. TURIIGAI

Institute of Planning
University of the Philippines

The Council on Regional Development
Studies (COREDES) sponsored a Seminar on
Regional Development Studies from August
17 to 18, 1972 at the U.P. College of Public
Administration, Padre Faura, Manila.

At the opening ceremony of the seminar,
Dr. Raul P. de Guzman welcomed the forty
four participants representing the various
research units in the University, in private
institutions and other universities. He
stressed the role of the COREDES as a vital
force in coordinating the activities of the
University units performing community serv
ices and research on regional and local
development. He emphasized that the basic
aim of the seminar was to enable the partici
pants to exchange notes and information
which wouldavoid or at least minimize dupli
cation of research efforts.

The four-fold objectives of the seminar
were:

1. To exchange information on research
activities beingundertaken by theparticipants
and their respective units and/or agencies:

2. To exchange views on the priorities
and directions of research;

3. To identify areasof possible coopera
tion and closer working relationships; and

4. To discuss how researchers could
develop links with policy and decision
makers, so that the results of their studies
could be considered in the preparation of
plans and policies.

The seminar consisted of plenary ses
sions and work group discussions which
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attempted to focus attention on significant
aspects of research in the Philippines.

The two majordiscussion groups, namely,
the Metropolitan Manila and Regional Devel
opment Group and the Community Studies and
Urbanization Group were chaired by Or.
Nestor M.Nisperosof the Philippine Executive
Academy, University of the Philippines and
Mr. Carlos Fernandez of the Institute of
Philippine Culture, Ateneo de Manila, respec
tively.

Among the studies presented for discus
sion were those being undertaken by Mr.
Carlos Fernandez, "Pleasant Hills: Social
Change and Integration in a Displaced Urban
Community;" Dr. Romeo B. Ocampo, College
of Public Administration, University of the
Philippines, "New Towns Research;" Dr.
Raul P.de Guzman, Local Government Center,.
U.P., "Management Surveysandother Consult·
stion Services;" Mrs. Mila A. Reforma,
College of Public Administration, U.P., "The
StudyonRural-Urban Migration; " Mr. Abelardo
Resurreccion, Urban Development Project,
National Economic Council, "The Economic
Base Study of Baguio;" Director Manuel A.
Dia, Asian Labor Education Center, "A Study
of the Philippine Labor Situation;" and
Director Jose Domingo, Agrarian Reform
Institute, U.P., "A Comprehensive Biblio
graphy on Agrarian Reform" and "The Study
ofCredit andBorrowingin Relation to Agrarian
Reform. "

Other discussion speakers were Dr.
Ledivina V. CarinoandProf.Manuel A. Caoili,
College of Public Administration, U.P.; Mrs.
PerlaA. Segovia, Philippine Executive Acade
my,U.P.; Dr. Telesforo Luna, Jr., Department
of Geology andGeography, U.P.; Dr. Benjamin
V. Cariiio, Prof. Jagdish P. Sah and Dr.
Leandro A. Viloria, Institute of Planning,
U.P.; Dr. Sylvia H. Guerrero, Institute of



Social Work and Community Development,
U.P.; Prof. Joel Snyder. University of Hawaii
and Prof. M. Ladd Thomas, University of
Northern Illinois.

Some problems presented for consider
ation were:

1. The peace and order situation in
Mindanao which obstructed data collection;

2. Ethnic or cross-cultural communi
cation problems which Iimit the amount and
quality of data collected;

3. Uncertainties in the actual availa
bility of funds;

4. Quality of information avai lable to
researchers;

5. Limited capabilities of intermediate
level of researcher personnel;

6. Concentrationof research projects in
certain areas;

7. Confl ict between research and teach
ing functions;

8. Misuseof social researchfor personal
interests;

9. Discontinuity in research operation
due to personnel turnover; and

10. Whether researchers should be
involved in the planning stage or whether
they should work at a later date without
necessarily participating in planning.

Thefollowing suggestions, among others,
were made during the Seminar:

1. Involve various discipl ines in the
preparation of the research design;

2. Make use of the research personnel
directory being prepared by the Philippine
Social Science Council in order to avail of
the services of skilled researchers;

3. Explore the possibility of using the
data of the Institute of Philippine Culture
Social Science Centers on a particular area
where the Regional Center is located;

4. Extend the library services of agen
cies and universities to other researchers
who are properly accredited;

5. Formulate a researchstructure similar
to the faculty structure in order to institution-
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alize research as a distinct profession by
itself; and

6. Recommend to the Bureau of the
Census and Statistics that available census
reports vital in any research work be made
available.

In the final session held on August 18,
1972 and presided by Dr. Leandro A. Viloria,
future plans decided at the Seminar were
summarized. It included the holding of work
shops on particular subjects or problems,
such as urbanization, conducting a seminar
for trainees, research managers or sponsors,
and looking into the feasibility of a proposed
union of research institutions and organ
izations dealing with regional and local
development. Decision on the third proposat
was postponed unti I such time as a closer
study hasbeen undertaken and issues related
to the association are clarified.

CEBO CENTER ACTIVITIES

Additional personnel have recently been
recruited for the Cebu Center on Regional
Studies. This was announced by Prof. Gerardo
S. Calabia, present Director of the Center.
The new members of the staff are: Miss
Catherine Cooper, Volunteers in Asia,
research fellow; Mr. Salvador G. Valenzona,
U.P. Institute of Planning, research assistant;
one clerk-typist and two utilitymen.

The Cebu Center has at present the
following on-goingresearch projects: Tourism
Planning and Development Study, a joint
project with the U.P. Institute of Planning
and the Board of Travel and Tourist Industry;
the Development of Recreational FaciIities
for Cebu Province, a joint project with Cebu
Province;Regional PlanningDataBank, a joint
project with Presidential Assistant on Com
munity Development and the Presidential
Advisory CounciI on Public Works and Com
munity Development; and the Cebu Metro
Region Planning Strategy Study, a joint study
with the Cebu Master in Environmental Plan
ning Course.



He with a as in Archi-
tecture from the University of the Philippines
in 1967 and only recently received his MS

in Urban the Michigan

Hew Appointments

from her to Sirlgapolre
Kingdom and the U.S.A. where she observed
plslnning law and Within the
same several and f,u·"l1lv

members for various countries abroad.
Mrs. Dolores A. IP faculty member
left for New York where she wi II
pursue ized studies on urban research
at University as a of a U.N.
Fel Grant. Miss Susana S. IP
research assistant for The
l'.1",1'h",.. IAm;c:< for a regional dEwelopnlent

course. will beaway

TheInstitute of welcomed three
members of its staff from their
abroad. Miss Yolanda M. Exconde and Mrs.

D. returned from Relno,,'ot,
,.,h....."+h,,,, particlpated in the COlnpre-

Arrival and Departure of IP Staff

on
are now

instructors at the Institute. Another
m""mh,~r P,rofE~ssIClr l'"\;:>"~Y'" M. SalnWago arrived

He was a former research assistant at
the IP.

State Uniivel'sity.

Mr. Jaime U. Nierras joined the faculty
of the of on October 1,
1972.

Another of a U.N. Fellowship
Grant was Mr. Rosauro Regional
Planner of the Manila Plan

who left on a 3-month tour of
Australia, Peru and Venezuela.

He will observe housing and urban land
use lclss in these t'ntmfr'i",c:<
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Graduate School

Forty students, including twenty-four new
ones, were enrolled at the Institute of Plan
ning for the first trimester of the academic
year 1972-73. The students have varied
educational backgrounds distributed as
follows: business and related fields, 9;
architecture, 7; engineering, 8; liberal arts
(majors in education, sociology, social work,
public administration, etc.), 13; and physical
sciences, 3.

Of the enrollees, three have been
awarded study grants by the Institute. They
are Nathaniel M. Noble, B.B.A., 1968 (Uni
versity of the East); Mabini F. Pablo, B.A.
Public Administration, 1969 (University of
the Philippines); and Roberto S. Varona, A.B.
Economics, 1972 (Ateneo de Manila Uni
versity).

International Conference on
Modernization of Asia

Twenty-six representatives coming from
different sectors and disciplines in major
regions of Asia and the United Kingdom
attended the Third International Conference
on Modernization of Asia held at the Univer
siti SainsMalaysia, Minden, Penang, Malaysia
from September 3-8, 1972.

Focusingonthe theme "Aims, Resources
and Strategies," the conference had the
following objectives:

1. To make some real istic statements
based on the past developments and present
trends of the desired course and direction of
Asian modernization within the coming
generation, vlz., the "visionary aspect";

2. Toassess, in systematic fashion, the
basic human and natural resources in the
Asian continent, viz., the situation in which
planners must operate; and

3. Todevise ways and means in achiev
ing the above goals.
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Representing the Philippines were Dean
LeandroA. Viloria of the Institute of Planning
and Dr. Mohd A. Nawawi, Visiting Professor
of Political Science, now with the Southeast
Asian Studies Program of the SHiman Univer
sity. Dr. Viloria read a paper on "Achieving
Relevance in. Planning Education in Asia."
The paper dealt with the formulation of an
appropriate and logical set of strategies in
the establishment of educational systems for
community orenvironmental planning in deve
loping countries.

Proceeding from the basic observation of
the lack of Asian planners with relevant
education and training, Dr. Viloria under
scored the need for the establishment of a
planning education systemthat would produce
a pool of plannerswhose attitudes, knowledge
andskills would contribute to the realization
of the goals and objectives of the countries
of Asia.

In the proposed scheme he presented,
Dr. Viloria placed great emphasis on the role
of the local university and the central plan
ning agency in educating planners and under
taking research projects. He recommended an
intensified training program for local officials
and personnel to complement the formal
education program. He also laid stress on the
training of community planners who would be
expected to work mostly in I ine or operating
agencies rather than staff agencies. However,
according to him, it is obvious that for some
time, developing countries will continue to
rely on foreign experts and consultants.

The conference was attended by repre
sentatives from Sri Lanka, India, Malaysia,
the Philippines, Singapore, and the United
Kingdom.

Institute of Planning 'acuity Seminar

The Institute of Planning held a three-day
Faculty Seminar at the Taal Vista Lodge,
Tagaytay City from June 16-18, 1972.

Dean Leandro A. Vi loria del ivered the
opening address where he defined the main
objective of the seminar as the self-analysis



of the IP's activities during the past school
year, examining especially the relevance of
the academicprogram vis-a-vis the IP's train
ing and research programs,

Issues discussed in the seminar revolved
around the strengthening of the Institute's
academicprogram, the review of its increasing
research commitments and the evaluation of
its training seminars. The following recom
mendations were made to strengthen the
academic program:

1. Institution of an internship program
for those students who have inadequate back
ground and experience in planning;

2, Institution of a certificate program
designed essentially to train practitioners;
and

3, Introduction of a research-oriented
doctoral program in coordination with other
units in the University.

A review of the research program of the
Institute showed that it is undertaking a
growing number of research projects. It was
acknowledged that these research projects
not only help strengthen and enrich the
Institute's graduate program but also fulfill
the function of building apool of researchers
within the Institute as well as other units,
within and outside the University. However,
a program of priority has to be accomplished
in order to achieve an effective balance in
the commitment of its resources among its
three areasof involvement, namely, research,
teaching and extension services.

Based on the participants' observation
of the natureandscope of seminars conducted
by the Institute, it was decided that the
training program of the Institute consisting
of a six-week roving seminar and two three
month seminar be continued, with greater
emphasis on the three-month seminars.

The faculty seminar enabled the faculty
members of the IP to reconcile its various
commitments and to reach a consensus as to
how to perform its multi-partite functions
effectively without sacrificing its fundamental
task of teaching,
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IP-ITTI Tourism Project

A nationwide tourism survey is being
undertaken by the UP Institute of Planning
jointly with the Board of Travel and Tourist
Industry.

UP President Salvador P. Lopez and BTTI
Commissioner Gregorio Araneta II, signed a
Memorandum of Understanding for the under
taking of a study on "Tourism Planning and
Development in the Philippines." Under the
agreement, the Institute of Planning shall
formulate the research design and prepare
the work program for the study while the BTTI
will provide the financial support for the
project.

The first survey of its kind to be under
taken, this will serve as the basis for the
formulation of a long-range development plan
for the improvement of the tourist industry at
the regional and national levels. The plan
will be formulated within the context of an
overall national framework plan and will
include, among others, a proposed program of
investments, cost estimates, and sources of
financing.

Focusing upon selected regions of the
country, the project wi II determinethe" tourist
potentiel" of each region through a careful
analysis of the activities, physical charac
teristics and natural conditions in the area;
analyze both international and domestic
markets for the development of tourism in the
country; and assess existing conditions and
facilities for tourism as well as determine
"development barriers" that hinder efforts at
improving the industry.

The areas being surveyed are Northern
Luzon, Manila Bay Area, Central Luzon,
Southern Tagalog region, Bicol region, East
Visayas, Western Visayas, Southwestern
Mindanao, Northern Mindanao, Southern
Mindanao and Southeastern Mindanao.

For purposesof the project, anExecutive
Advisory Committee was formed, composed
of the Dean of the IPUP, the UNOP Project
Manager and Commissioner Araneta. This
committee is the policy-making. body and



formulates general guidelines for the imple
mentation of the project.

Directly under the supervision of the
Executive Advisory Committee is a technical
staff headed by Prof. Roque A. Magno of the
IPUP and Mr. Ali AIRaschid of the BTlI. This
staff acts as the pol icy implementing group
and its members serve as the regional coordi
nators of the rrc.!ect. IP faculty members who
are involved in the proiect are Professors
Tito C. Firmalino. Gerardo S. Calabia.
Benjamin V. Carino. Mrs. Eloisa F. Utonjua.
Mrs. Rosario D. Jimene;z and Mr. Jaime U.
Nierras.

ne Mtft'Dpolitail Mayers
CllrdtRatlnl CIIIIOIl

The Metropolitan Mayors Coordinating
Council. during its eight months of existence
has made its influence felt in the government
and private sectors. this was according to
Prof. Federico B. Silao.IP faculty member and
concurrently executive secretary of the
MMCC.

Prof. Silao reported that the MMCC was
formalty invited by the national government
to participate in the formulation of solutions
to and the implementation of programs in the
areas of flood control and drainage. garbage.
pollution and integrated transport system for
the Manila metropolitan area.

Presidential Decree No. 18 issued on
October7. 1972establishing the Metropolitan
Manila Flood Control and Drainage Council.
adopts the MMCC-sponsored flood measures
originally proposed to Congress. The Decree
establishes a Metropolitan Manila Flood
Control andDrainageCouncil composed of the
fourteen mayors-members of the MMCC. the
Secretary of Public Works. Transportation
andCommunications and such other members
as may be designated by the President.

The decree provides for the financing of
the project by creating a Greater Manila
Metropolitan Area Flood and Drainage Fund
Account which shall be constituted from the
following sources:
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1. Proceeds from a special metropolitan
flood tax of twenty-five (PO.25) centavos
levied on all admission tickets of movie
houses in Greater Manila for a period of
fifteen years;

2. Fund releases from appropriation of
various PublicWorks Acts for the project; and

3. Proceeds from additional real estate
taxes notexceeding1/8of1%of the assessed
value of real estate located within Metro
politan Manila. other taxes or sources which
may be imposed if and when the funds gener
ated by the special metropol itan fund flood
tax on theater admission is not sufficient to
complete the flood control and drainage
project.
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